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CHAPTER I: THE STELAE 
1.1 THE DISCOVERY 
When Ana Maria Bisi (1967: 23ff) published her book on the Punic stelae in the late 19601s, thousands of tombsto- 
nes from rhe cemeteries of North Africa, Sicily, and Sardinia had been discovered. In her search for their origin, Bi- 
si (1967: 23ff) surveped the evidence from the Orient arhere this Punic tradition is likely to be rooted. Lebanon 
which was expected to provide most antecedents to the Punic stelae, yielded very meager results: only five monu- 
ments, mrithout clear archaeological context, had been found until 1967 a-hen Bisi's book appeared: these are one 
stele fragment from Sidon which Renan brought back frorn his llfission (1864: 366), one stele from Burj esh-Shemali 
(Chéhab 1934), a naos from Sidon at the Louvre Museuni (Aimé-Giron 1934), one in the Istanbul Museum (Hamdy 
Bey and Reinach 1892: 44-45; Mendel 1914: No 92). and, finally, a naos fragment from Sidon in a private collection 
(Dunand 1926: 127). They correspond to stelae 53, 54; 55. 56, and 57 respectively. Two other monuments in the 
Louvre Museum have been only recently published (Gubel 2002: Nos 72, 73). Ledrain had listed one of them, A 0  
4904. in his catalogue (Ledrain 1888: 54 No 114) but it went unnoticed until its recent publication. They correspond 
to stele 58 and 59 respectively. All these monuments belonged to a specific categoq- of tombstones, typical of the 
Persian period in Phoenicia (for dating see beloa-). 
The situation began to slightly change at the end of the 1960's. When Roger Saidah (1966) excavated a large 
Iron Age cemetery in Khalde, near the Beirut International Airport. south of the capital, the first Phoenician fune- 
rary stele (stele 2) was found in situ (Saidah 1979: 215). Four hundred tombs arere excavated on this site but only 
one single stele n-as found. Kevertheless, this was the first of a long series of similar tombstones, which arere found 
during the last forty years and which form the core of the funerary monuments studied in this volume. 
The excavations of Roger Saidah on the site of Sidon-Dakerman, in the southern suburbs of Sidon. yielded 
according to the excavator (Saidah 1969: 122), an irnpressive nurnber of tombs frorn the Late Iron Age but there 
again, only one stele a-as found. This is stele 3, mrhich was first published by Teixidor (1982: 233-234). The archa- 
eological context of the above-mentioned stelae a7as never properly described and discussed. 
It is the accidental discovery of the al-Bass cemetery in Tyre that drastically increased the number of Phoe- 
nician funerary stelae frorn Lebanon. The clandestine excavations of this site towards the end of the 1980's flooded 
the antiquities market a-ith large numbers of stone stelae (Seeden 1991a and 1991b, Sader 1991 and 1992, Lemaire 
2001). Of the hundreds stelae that were looted in this illicit digging, only thirty-nine can be traced: twenty-seven 
are now part of the Directorate General of Antiquities (hereafter DGA) collection in Beirut and Beiteddin, and twel- 
ve are in the Hecht Museum collection in Haifa (Lemaire 2001). 
The looting of the Tyrian cemeteqr made the Lebanese DGA aware of its existence in the area north of the 
Roman-Byzantine necropolis. This moved the authorities to organize rescue excavations to find the archaeological 
context of the looted material and to prevent a planned building on the site (Aubet et alii 1998-1999; Aubet 2004: 
5). In 1997, a rescue excavation directed by Maria Eugenia Aubet in cooperation with the Lebanese DGA, led to the 
discovery of the first stelae in situ. Eight were found and published (Sader 2004). The successful results of the 1997 
season encouraged the excavator and the Lebanese authorities to continue work on that promising site. In 2002, 
excavations yielded another two stelae in situ, one of which is inscribed (stele 51). It is the first inscribed Tyrian fu- 
nerary stele found in a regular excavation. 
During that same year, the Lebanese-German excavations on the site of Tell el-Burak, south of Sidon, unco- 
vered an inscribed funerary stele (stele 1) (Kamlah and Sader 2003). The stone had been re-used in the city wall but 
its discovery clearly indicated the existence of a nearby cemetery where more tombstones are likely to be found. 
The total number of this category of Phoenician stelae, which belong today to Museum collections is fifty- 
two and they are all studied in this volume. 
This type of Phoenician stelae is however not restricted to Lebanese territory. Long before any such Phoeni- 
cian stele was found in Lebanon, Palestine had yielded similar funerary monuments, some of which were publis- 
hed by Delavault and Lemaire (1979). Recently, more stelae from Akhziv, the daughter city of Tyre, were published 
(Cross 2002) while several others are still awaiting publication (Prausnitz 1970 and 1982). They present, as might 
be expected, striking similarities to the Tyrian stelae and they certainly belong to the same category of finds. 
Finally, three Punic tombstones (Teixidor 1977: 268; Sader 1993; stele 60: unpublished) were accidentally dis- 
covered in Lebanon but none of them has an exact provenance and a clear archaeological context. They all come 
from the area of Tyre. Ta-o of them belong to rhe Lebanese DGA collection (stele 61 and 62) and one (stele 60) was 
lost to the antiquities market. They form a specific category of Iron Age funerary stelae, different from the previous 
two . 
This brief review of the Phoenician stelae discovered in Lebanon underlines the discrepancy in the distribu- 
tion of the material, both quantitatively and geographically. While two very large cemeteries, Khalde and Sidon-Da- 
kerman, yielded only one stele each, the Tyrian cemetery of al-Bass yielded large numbers. There is no obvious re- 
ason for this discrepancy: all three necropoles have the same character: they were large popular Iron Age 
cemeteries. Khalde and Dakerman were even longer and more extensively excavated than al-Bass and one cannot 
ascribe the absence of finds to limited excavations. Tell Rashidiyyé (Macridi Bey 1904; Doumet 1982) yielded seve- 
ral Iron Age tombs but no stele while Akhziv was very rich with those finds. A partia1 explanation to the absence 
of stelae in some of the large cemeteries may be suggested in the light of the recent evidence from Tell el-Burak 
where a stele was found re-used in the city wall: the hewn stones may thus have been re-used in later buildings. 
Another reason may be that most stelae were probably roughly hewn blank stones given the modest condition of 
those buried in these cemeteries. As pointed out by Bonatz (2000: 1 j6) such roughly hewn and blank stones were 
the almost exclusive type of funerary stelae used in the Iron Age cemeteries of Hama and Tell Sukas. The Tyrian 
cemetery of al-Bass has also yielded fragments as well as complete examples of blank stelae. This evidence again 
supports the assumption that stelae were either re-used in later buildings or were simply overlooked by the exca- 
vators. 
In any case, and in spite of the increasing number of discovered stelae. we are still very far from the thou- 
sands that were found in the Punic world, where the tradition of erecting both votive and funerary tombstones se- 
ems to have been more generalized and more systematic. 
The second discrepancy is at the geographical level: all the discovered stelae come from South Lebanon and 
north Palestine. Khalde is so far the northernmost site to have yielded funerary stelae of the Iron Age. Not one was 
found in or north of Beirut in spite of extensive excavations at Byblos and recent intensive excavations in the ca- 
pital. Even the northern Phoenician kingdom of Ararad did not yield any stele in spite of the fact that hundreds of 
Iron Age tombs were uncovered on its former territory (Elayi and Haykal 1996). Is the absence of funerary stelae in 
North Phoenicia a mere coincidence due to the haphazards of archaeological discovery or are we in the presence 
of regional differences in burial traditions? More evidence is needed before a final answer is given to this question. 
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Fig. 1. Map of Lebanon showing the sites of discovery. 
1.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STELAE 
The Iron Age funerary stelae found in Lebanon can be subdivided inro three distinct groups on both typological 
and chronological grounds: 
I.2.a The <<Cornrnon'> Stelae (lOth-6'" c. B.C.) 
I.2.b The Persian Period i\'niskoi (6'"-jrh c. B.C.) 
I.2.c The Punic Stelae (jth-4"' c. B.C.) 
I.2.a The ~Commonu Stelae (10th-Gth c. B.C.) (Stele 1 to 52) 
We refer to this group as ~~Common Stelae>l because they appear to have been the widespread type of tombstones 
used by common people in the first half of the first millennium B.C. According to the available evidence, they all 
come from popular cemeteries. This group is by far the largest attested so far in Lebanon and consists of fifty-two 
stelae from Khalde, Sidon, Tell el-Burak, and Tyre. They all share the same characteristics. 
1. The stelae are all cut in local calcareous sandstone in various stages of cementation, identified as beach 
rock)> or ramleh (gr6s) with the exception of one (stele 9), mrhich was cut in limestone. The same type of 
rock was used to cut the stelae of Akhziv (Delavault- Lemaire 1979: 4 & pls. I, I1 & 111; Cross 2002). Some 
of the stones have a loose texture showing coarse grains of sand while others have a much denser and fi- 
ner texture. The difference in hardness and texture of the rock is due to differing degrees of cementation. 
Those cut in the first loose type of ramleh have suffered from erosion and severa1 cavities can be seen on 
their surface while stelae cut in the well-compacted type have usually a smooth surface and are well pre- 
served. Small incrustations, mainly tiny seashells, were found stuck on the stelae. 
2 .  All stelae are rather crudely made: only their front, and to a lesser degree lateral sides, were smoothed to 
prepare the surface for the carving of the symbol and/or the inscription while their backside was only 
roughly hammered or left simply untouched. Only one stele, stele 6, had a smoothed back because a sym- 
bol was carved on it. This is so far the only example with an inscription on the front and a symbol on the 
backside. Traces of the cutting tools are often clearly visible and form oblique strokes on the surface of 
the stone. Carthaginian stelae were cut in the same way with roughly hammered backs and smoothed fa- 
cades (Brown 1986: 90). 
3. The stelae are usually rather small in size, with a maximum length of 76 cm (stele 8). a maximum width 
of 40 cm (stele 43). and a maximum thickness of 34 cm (stele 46). But since the stones were extremely 
heavy, and hence very difficult to move, clandestine diggers samled them in order to make their transport 
easier. For this reason the above figures cannot be considered as final. 
4. The stelae present a variety of shapes: they can be trapezoidal, L-shaped, rectangular, rectangular with a 
rounded top, and pyramidal. Sometimes, because of the sawing. their original shape cannot be recons- 
tructed. 
5. Some stelae have a sort of foot, which a7as obtained by cutting and thinning the base of the stone. This 
part was buried in the ground when the stele was erected. The other complete stelae have a flat base. 
6. The stelae usually bear symbols andlor inscriptions. Fifteen combine both while twenty-one bear only an 
inscription and fifteen only a symbol. Only one example (stele 49) is attested where the stone is dressed 
but blank. Concerning the inscriptions, they all consist of personal names (see Chapter 11). As for the sym- 
bols, a wide range is attested (See Chapter 111) 
7. All these stelae were found in cemeteries where common people were buried. They are the tombstones 
of the normal inhabitants and mirror a funerary practice widespread among the people of Southern Pho- 
enicia. They are characterized by a crude, very coarse workmanship, which clearly reflects the modest so- 
cial background of their owners. 
8. Finally, when dating is possible either on palaeographic grounds or on the basis of the archaeological 
context, the date of these stelae falls within a chronological range between the lPh  and the 6'" c. B.C., 
which suggests that this type of tombstones may have been characteristic of Iron Age I1 burial practices 
in Phoenicia. Although the available evidence from all sites is not conclusive, this chronological frame- 
work may very well prove to be correct in the future because it has been recently supported by the re- 
sults of the regular excavations in Tyre, which have established that the al-Bass cemetery was in use bet- 
ween the 1lth and the Oh C. B.C. (Aubet 2004: 465.) 
I.2.b The Persian Period Naiskoi (Gth-5th c. B.C.) (Stele 53 to 59) 
This group consists of seven stelae, 53 to 59, which are clearly different from the previous group. Since they all re- 
present shrines, they were first considered to be cultic monuments without any funerary purpose. Except for the 
monument from Burj esh-Shemali, which is clearly said to come from a necropolis (Chéhab 1934), others were 
bought on the antiquities market and cannot therefore be ascribed to a precise funerary context. 
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Their funerary character was hom-ever rapidly recognized. Discussing the monuments of Amrit, to which this 
group of stelae is contemporary and in many nrays similar. Gawlikon-sky says that they derive from Egyptian cultic 
shrines but that '<A la diffeerence de leursp?+oto[>pes é p t i e f z s ,  chapelle de culte des morts, . . .les lnonolithes dupays 
syrien ~z'avaientpas de r6le cultuel. Ce sont des ~7zévzorials, desti~zés a iin?nzortaliser la mé~?zoire de ceux qui ont été 
enseuelis dessous)) (Gawlikowski 1970: 18). Bisi (1971: 21. note 1) also opted for their f u n e r a ~  character: <<... la mag- 
giorparte degli ese~zplafr' sopra elefzcati senzbra ailer at'uto all'origine car~attere.fi~nerarios. Tore (1995: 479) agreed 
with the above opinions and also acknon-ledged their funerary character and their Egyptian origin: <g L'au t~e  Qpe de 
stgles, en forme de petit tewzple.. . . le ?zaiskos, dél-ice dtl rzaos czlbique égyptieln. ainsi que l'a sozllig~ze Bisi qui en a 
étudié les attestatio?zs, poz~r I'es.~e?ztiel fi411éraire.s.. .>>. 
In this context. and in support of the funerar7- char:rcter of these stelae, it is important to mention a clar mo- 
del, which r a s  found bl- Contenau (1920: Fig.104n) in a tomb in tlle locality of Ayaa. near Sidon. The clay model 
is hroken but the preserved upper part is painted red and decorated exactly like the Siclonian stelae . Clay models 
of shrines imitating those represented on funerary stelae seem to have fornled a specific group of Iron Age fune- 
ral7 offerings (see Seyrig 1966. Gubel 1986: Fig.10). Terracotta shrine models have been recentll- cliscovered in the 
cremation cemeteq- of al- Bass in Tyre (Metzger 2004: 420 ff). 
This group of stelae shares the following characteristics: 
1. They were all cut in calcareous sandstone and they ase all said to be of poor workmanship. 
2. They all represent, when completely presel~ed. the same motif: a shrine standing on a base with a po- 
dium inside it on which a cultic object. 1-7etyl or Astarte throne. is clepicted. 
3. These shrines imitate Egyptian prototypes. Stonecutters have made use of bot11 Egyptian and local sym- 
bols to decorate them and tliey arranged them in a fairly stereotyped R-ay. Kragner (1980) studied the 
Egyptian influence on these stelae, which is clear in the architectonic details of the shrines and bases as 
n-ell as in the use of symbols like zlraei, winged sun-disc, lotus flol~ers. Egyptian human and divine figu- 
res. Elements like palmette decoration. betyls, rnale deities. and Astarte thrones confer to them a local cha- 
racter. 
4. All stelae date to the Persian period, roughly to the (,"'-j'" c. B.C. Authors are almost unanimous in adop- 
ting this dating. Soyez (1972: 156, note 4), for example, clearly states R-lien cliscussing these monuments 
that '1 . . . les ~zaisquesphénicie~zs-dolzt tous les e.xe~?zplaires conrzus appat-tielznerzt u l'époqueperse- offreelzt 
laspect dkoz é~licule upor?e r~zonz~~zier~tale. . . . Bisi (1971: 26) also opted for a Persian periocl date for the- 
se monuments: )>La cofzz~irzzio?ze che si tratti di f?zonz~fzze~lti assegrzabili alper-iodope~siano se Jon~lu stllle 
analogie cbe ~zzolti di questi ~zaiskoi cor7 Z L I Z  tr+orzo z .~~oto al irzter?zoj spesso fiarzcheggiato cln sfifzgi. preserz- 
tano con I tror7iproi1erzierzti da zwie  lccalit~ della Ferzicia fia Tiro e Sidorze, ilz gerzere assegrzabili alpe- 
~*iodopersia~~o e allaprima etu ellenistica, e cor7 nltrr' wzo~zz~~~ze~zti, pure assegrzabili alperiodo della domi- 
fzazio~ze dei rei achemenidi sulla Fe~zicia.. 2j .  Nunn (2000: 161, more recently. seenis also to favor a date 
in the middle of the 6 h  c. Kpagner (1980: Cat. No 51-55 and p.129 ff . ) .  on the other hand, proposed a da- 
te in the 9"'i 8"' c. for stele 5 5. 56 and 57. n-hile he attributed a Persian period date to stele 53 and 54. Gu- 
bel (2002: Kos 71-74) follon-s a'agner's dating arld ascribes stele 53. 55. 58 2nd 59 to the Y",/ 8"' c. diffe- 
ring with a'agner only concerning the dating of stele 53. As asgued by Bisi, the Persian period seems rnore 
appropriate for all monuments since they car1-J- features, n-hich became widespread aftes the Achaetnenid 
occupation of Phoenicia. The 6"' c. has m-itnessed increased Egyptian influence on the Levantine coast and 
this probably resulted frorn the fact that bot11 Phoenicia and Egypt came under rhe sarne Achaemenid ru- 
le (K'agner 1980: 177). On the other hand, the Phoenician kings, those of Sidon in particular, participated 
directly in the Persian wars against Egypt, n~ainly in Cambyses' catnpaign in 525 B.C. This participation 
has led, among other things. to the import into Phoenicia, mainly into Sidon, of Egyptian anthropoid sar- 
cophagi (Lembke 2001: 27-28), anc1 by the same token, of other Egyptian funerari; traditions. This may ex- 
plain how and whl- this nen. type of stelae progressively replaced the Iron I1 standard type and became 
tppical of Iron Age 111. 
1. Another 8 cm iong limestone model. representing a rzniskos nrith a frieze of uraei on its architrave, and an Asrarte throne inside with 
a standing male figure. was found in Sidon and purchased by rhe Beirut National hluseum (Seyrig 1966: VIII). Seyrig dates it to the Hellenistic 
period while Bisi (1971) ascribes it to the 8'" c. B.C. It is difficult to date this shrine model with certainty because of the absence of any archaeo- 
logical context. 
1.2.c The Punic Stelae 
This group consists of three stelae, 60 to 62. They share characteristic features, which clearly differentiate them from 
the previous two groups. 
1. They ase all cut in limestone and their surface is very well smoothed. 
2. They are all small rectangular blocks not exceeding 31 cm in length and 20 cm in width. Because of their 
small size it is unlikely that they were placed on or outside the tomb where they would have been hardly 
visible and easily removed. The fact that stele 60 was found next to the skeleton as claimed by its finder, 
may suggest that this was also the case for the other two. 
3. Kone of them bears a symbol and the inscription fills the whole space. 
4. The script is clearly Punic with elongated and sometimes shaded signs typical of late j t h / 4 I h  C. B.C. Punic 
inscriptions. It is always neat and the inscriptions were clearly written by skilled scribes. 
j. They all use the typical Punic form mn~bt  for ~commemorative stele)) and most personal names listed in 
these inscriptions are attested only in Punic onomastics. 
6. The inscriptions, by opposition to those of the first group, contain very long genealogies, which in two 
cases, stele 61 and 62, go back to a e(Carthaginian'1 ancestor. 
7. Some of the previously mentioned characteristics clearly indicate that the deceased for whom these ste- 
lae were erected were of Carthaginian origin and, therefore, their tombstones followed a Carthaginian rat- 
her than a local Phoenician tradition. 
1.3 THE FUNCTION OF THE STELAE 
No effort has been made to date to systematically study the purpose and the function of the thousands of stelae 
found in the Phoenician colonies in the West: which have been almost exclusively dealt with from an iconographic 
and typological point of view. 
Concerning the Ancient Near East. the function of funerary monuments has been studied mainly in relation 
with the so-called nfl monuments of Palmyra, Petra, South-Syria and the Arabian Peninsula. Gawlikowski (1970) 
analyzed the function of the funerary stele in the context of his study of the funerary monuments of Palmyra and, 
more recently, Kühn (2003) reconsidered some aspects of this subject. 
In his attempt at interpreting the iconography of the Syro-Hittite funerary monuments and stelae, Bonatz 
(2000: 72ff) identified in the funerary inscriptions, without which, according to him, no proper understanding of the 
iconography is possible, some characteristics that betray the function of the stelae. Of relevance to our material is 
the '(onomastic codeb> of the inscription. The mention of the name of the deceased on the funerary monument un- 
derlines its individual character and is of relevance for the iconography because it helps identify: if represented, hu- 
man figures. The second relevant indication betrayed by funerary inscriptions is their i'historical code))! which in- 
forms about the person of the deceased by giving his/her genealogy or profession. This is occasionally the case in 
our inscriptions. Finally, their ([anagogical codebl betrays the commemorative or other purpose of the stele, by sta- 
ting why the monument was erected. In the case of the Phoenician stelae it is restricted to the one-time use of the 
term m~bt,  aommemorative steleb> on stele 32, while the Punic stelae systematically refer to the stone as mnsbt. 
Regarding the small assemblage of Phoenician funerary stelae presented here, the fact that the large majority 
come from accidental or clandestine excavations, makes an assessment of their role rather difficult. Moreover, the 
almost total absence of Phoenician texts dealing with funerary practices and with views of the afterlife, as well as 
the fact that the funerary inscriptions themselves, when available, are restricted to the name of the deceased and, 
eventually, a short genealogy, hinder a correct understanding of these monuments, of their function, and of the me- 
aning of the represented symbols. 
Phoenician stelae may have cumulated a series of functions among the most important of which are: 
1.3.a Signaliration of the Tomb 
The primary and original function of a stele was, most probably, to indicate the location of the tomb. This tradition 
goes back to prehistoric periods. The recent collective work edited by Krings (1995) on Phoenician and Punic civi- 
lization, included a survey of funerary monuments in general and of stelae in particular. In his presentation of Pho- 
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enician and Punic funerary monuments, Dies Cusi (199 5: 414-417) stressed only this indicative function and consi- 
dered all vertical elements made of stone, stelae, cippi. betyls, small altars, and even funerary monuments, to be in- 
dicators, ~'signalisations~~, of a tomb. 
In his discussion of the stelae. Tore (1995: 47jff) did not dea1 with their function and his presentation re- 
mained restricted to the conventional typological and iconographic approach. This signalization function is furt- 
her supported by the existence of blank stelae which could obviously have senred one purpose: to indicate the 
tomb. 
1.3. b Representation of the Dead 
In his study of the funerary monuments of Palmyra, Michal Gawlikowski (1970: 9ff) addressed the issue of rhe func- 
tion and rneaning of ancient funerary monuments, to which he gives the generic terrn of stele: j>Quelles que soiefzt 
leurs formes, les monunzefzts syriens sorzt des stgles ( tna~~eba) ,  , )..I' The role of the funeran monument. according to 
him, is twofold: to establish a link between rhe m-orld of the living and that of the dead (Gawlikom-ski 1970: 10) and 
to represent rhe dead. As such. the monument is the receptacle of the dead's soul: '-L'Zn?e du défuizt était cefzsée dd' 
habiter lapierre dt~essée. sa t*eprésentatio?v~ (Gamrlkowski 1970: 18). This interpretation is in line with Dussaud's 
(1935: 269) who believes that the soul is incorporated in the stone:>> La néphesh représefzte l'cit.rie z:égétatiz)e qui, aprgs 
la nzol*t, habite la tombe et c 'estpourqz~oi la st2lefifillzéraire qui l'i?zcotporepre.end le notn de t~?éphesbb'. The concept 
of izépl?esh. (7ZpJ'), xhich is borrom~ed from the Aramaic terrn referring to the funeran rnonurnent m-as defined by 
Gawlikowski (1970 23-24) as (# .  . . u n  wzonzLfnent indépe?zdant ou unepnrtie d'un ense~zble sép~~lcral. selo~z le cas. Ce 
qui cot?zptnit, ce n'étaitpas sa.forme, rnais sa z)alez~r de signe qu'ofz poutr-nit colzsidél*er cot?ztne uze représetztation 
symbolique du défi~?zb. (For a recent and comprehensive study of this tern1 as well as the relevant bibliography, see 
Kiihn 2003). So. as Dies Cusi opted only for the stele as indicator, Gawlikowski seerns to reduce its function to re- 
presenting the dead. 
I.3.c Com?ne??zorutiotz of the Dead 
A third function of the stele mas to immortalize the dead by mainly mentioning his name. a commemorative func- 
tion referred to only indirectly by Gam-likowski (1970: 10): ('L'honime ne quittepas ce nzonde tant que son nom vit 
patarni les sun,iua?zts~. This function is mirrored in what Bonatz calls the  onom om as tic'^ and ~'anagogical~~ code of the fu- 
nerary inscription. 
Kühn (2003: 9-10) emphasizes this aspect of the dead's commemoration and suggests that to rnention the na- 
me secures and acknowledges the dead's presence among the living. This cornmemorative function is also attested 
in biblical passages: 2 Saln 18. 18, for instance, clearly says that Absalon built a t?z~bb so that llis narne would be re- 
membered. The sarne term. Plloenician nizsbt and Punic t ~ ~ j b t ,  is used to refer to the stele in funerary ininsiptions 
and, as is the case in the Bible, this term entails commernoration (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965). In some instances. mjbt 
is coupled a-ith skl: tnjbt skr, literally  memorial stele~, (Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995: 676), is a clear reference to the 
stele's comrnemorative function. The fact that many Common and all Punic stelae from Lebanon mention the name 
of the deceased and, sometimes, his genealogy, corroborates their commemorative function. 
1.3.d Religious or Cultic Furzction 
The religious function of the funerary stele is attested in the archaeological evidence provided by tomb 645 at Akh- 
ziv, which is briefly described by Prausnitz (1970: 86ff.). Above this tomb, the excavator found an inscribed stele 
decorated with symbols in the midst of a collection of ritual pottery vessels.Prausnitz described this find, stele and 
broken vessels, as a bamah or high place and concluded that the archaeological context <<. . .strongly indicates that 
the stela was the center of an area above the grave, where the family met to pray and perforrn the funeral rite>l 
2 .  Prausnitz (1970: 87) first thought that the divine name Tanit w-as to be read on the stele but the inscription was recently read Itb by 
Cross (2002: Xo j). 
(1970: 87). Stelae with niches to place a divine image or representations of ediculae obviously served the same re- 
ligious purpose because of the divine presence in the shrine. 
The religious function of the stele may also be expressed by the symbols carved on it (see Chapter 111). The- 
se religious or prophylactic symbols, some of which are believed to represent deities or beliefs related to the after- 
life, aimed probably at facilitating or at protecting the eternal rest of the deceased. 
Some of these symbols may have had apotropaic or magic functions and served at protecting either the tomb 
and/or the dead, or at preventing the spirit of the latter from coming back to haunt the living. 
1.4 DESCRIPTION AND DATING OF THE STELAE 
1.4.a Tell el-Burak 
Stele 1 (Figs 2 and 3) 
A stone stele inscribed with Phoenician letters was found during the 2002 season of excavation on the site of Tell 
el-Burak, while clearing the collapsed stones of the Iron Age fortification in Area 2 (Kamlah and Sader 2003). The 
stone was lying upside dom-n mrith its inscribed upper part buried in the ground (Fig. 2). It had been uncovered in 
this position in the 2001 season but was left in situ since its inscription was not visible. 
Fig. 2 .  Stele 1 i ~ z  situ 
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The Tell Burak stele is cut in the local beachrock, which was also used for the tombstones excavated in Ty- 
re (Sader 1991. 1992, 2004, Lemaire 2001), Sidon (Teixidor 1982), Khaldé (Bordreuil 1982) and Akhziv (Cross 2002). 
The stone was probably damaged when it fel1 on its head during the collapse: a large break cut its upper part and 
partly obliterated the motif that was carved there. A partly presemed circular depression is all that remains of what 
lnight have been a sun-disc symbol. This motif, which is widely represented in the iconography of the Phoenician 
motherland (see Chapter 111). is most likely to be restored on the Tell Burak stele. 
Beloa1 rhe circular cavity is a six-letter Phoenician inscription written in one cunring line. The second and 
the last letter ase partly destroyed but they can be both reasonably identified as aleph and lamed respectively. On 
the whole, the inscription is relatively well presesved and reads very clearly: 
1 'bb '1 
<<(Belonging) To Abibaab 
The inscription consists of the preposition I follon-ed by a well-known Phoenician personal name meaning 
,<My father is (rhe god) Baabb. The fact that the stele is inscribed with a personal name and bears a divine symbol, a 
feature characteristic of Iron Age stelae found in Phoenician cemeteries in Lebanon, clearly suggests its funerary 
use. The stone mas then obviously not in its original context and had been re-used in the building of the wall. It 
therefore antedates the building (or repair) of the collapsed Iron Age fortification. The funerary character of the sto- 
ne suggests that it was probably brought from a nearby cemetery which has no been yet located. 
The personal name. Abibaal, which is borne by a 10th c. B.C. king of Byblos, is widely attested in Phoenician 
onomastics (Benz 1972: 257). Usually, the personal narne appears alone on the funerasy stelae but it may also be 
preceded by the preposition l=<'(Belonging) to)'. Parallels are well attested in the Akhziv (Cross 2002: Nos 1-5) as 
Fig. 3. Stele 1 l'bb?. 
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well as in the Tyrian (Sader 1992: 59, Lemaire 2001: Nos 8 & 10) and Sidonian stelae inscriptions (Teixidor 1982). 
According to Cooke (1903: 60), personal names in funerary inscriptions are usually preceded by this preposition 
and the personal name following I- is understood to refer to a deceased adult. 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters are of medium size. not exceeding 7cm in height. Four different let- 
ters are attested: lamed (written twice), aleph, beth (written twice), and ayin. Though written twice, only the first 
lamed is completely preserved. Its vertical shaft is rather short and slightly tilted to the right while its dropline is al- 
most horizontal and short without a leftward curve. This form of the letter cannot be later than the sixth century 
B.C. and finds parallels in seventh and sixth century forms (Peckham 1968: 104, 4 & 9; 109, 3 & 5). 
Aleph is more problematic because its upper part is lost in the break. What is clearly to be seen is the verti- 
cal shaft and one long oblique line cutting the former and continuing on its left side. The second oblique line of the 
aleph is not clearly preserved: a very thin horizontal incision appears below the long oblique crossline and meets 
it at a narrow angle to the right of the shaft. This line may however be simply accidental and one should not ex- 
clude the possibility that the second horizontal crossline of the aleph is above the first one and hence lost in the 
break. In any case it is clear that the crosslines do not meet at the left of the vertical shaft and this is an indication 
that the letter cannot be earlier than the mid-seventh century B.C. Aleph with headlines one shorter than the other 
is indeed attested since the mid-seventh century B.C. (Pekham 1968: 107). The two beths signs are written next to 
each other but while the first one is larger and has its shaft and tail drawn in a continuous curve, the second has a 
tail that breaks abruptly from the shaft forming a wide angle. Both heads are triangular and almost identical. The 
fact that these signs are still rather vertical and do not tilt to the left is an indication that they are earlier than the fifth 
century B.C. They indeed find their closest parallels in letters dated to the seventh and early sixth century B.C. 
(Peckham 1968: 105, 107, 109). 
The palaeography of the inscription suggests a time range from the mid-seventh to the mid-sixth century B.C. 
The stone may have been used either in the original building of the wall or, more probably, when the Iron Age for- 
tification undement some sort of repair, sometime during the sixth century. Both assumptions are not incompati- 
ble with the archaeological evidence uncovered by the deep sounding in Area 2. 
Fig. 4.  Stele 2 gtty 
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1.4.b KHALDE 
Stele 2 (Fig. 4) 
This is the only stele that was discovered by Roger Saidah (1966) in the Phoenician necropolis of Khalde, one of 
the largest Phoenician cemeteries discovered in Lebanon where some 400 tombs were excavated. It is cut in the lo- 
cal beach-rock and it has a trapezoidal shape. The only information related to its archaeological context is that it 
was found near tomb 121 (Saidah 1979: 215). Bordreuil(1982:191 & Fig.2) published its inscription but gave no in- 
formation concerning its size. shape, and manufacture. No dram-ing of tlie stele is available. Since it was not stored 
in tlie DGA storage in Beirut. it was inipossible to liave a closer look at the stele in order to complete the docu- 
mentation. It is probably in the DGA storage in Sidon, n-hich has not been inventorized since the end of the war. 
Curiously enough, tlie four-letter inscription was written lengthwise in the lniddle of the stone, in a long ho- 
rizontal line starting near the foot and ending near the top. in such a n-ay as to suggest that the stone n7as lying on 
its long side. Indeed, tlie signs cannot be properlj- read n-hen the stele is standing vertically as it is supposed to ha- 
ve stood in Antiquity. 
Tlie inscription rnentions tlie personal name gtty and it n-as correctly dated on palaeographic grounds to the 
second half of the 9"' c. B.C. Bordreuil (1982:190-1) suggests tm-o possible explanations for the personal naine ba- 
sed on biblical parallels: eitlier a gentilic, n-hicli seeins plausible, or a rnusic instrument. 
I.4.c SIDON 
Stele 3 (Fig. 5 )  
The stele is in the storage of the Directorate General of Antiquities. Because it lies under other very heay- stone 
monurnents, a-hich were ver7 difficult to tnove, it a-as impossible to have a better photograph and to draw the 
tombstone. This is the only stele from rhe site of the Late Iron Age cemetery in Sidon Dakerman (Teixidor 1982: 233 
ff) ,  a-hich Roger Saidah excavated (Saidah 1969: 122). Describing the cerneten;, Saidah (1969: 122) says that (<.. . this 
is thefil-st tinze we have z~ncocered szuch a nz~nzber of'Late Il-ou Age atzd Late Bt-onze Age bttrials'> and it is strange 
that no other stele r a s  found in this large Sidonian cemeteq--. KKhalde presents a similar case of a large Iron Age ce- 
meten; n-ith only one discovered stele. As already suggested. the fact that such tombstones niay have been re-used 
in later buildings or may have been overlooked could account for their ahsence in these cenieteries. 
The stele is cut in a hard compacted beacli-rock and the tmo-line inscription n-as read by Teixidor (1982: 
233ff) l'bl:,' bn mr:  Tlie reading mern in mr'is highly hypothetical: tlie recent examination of the stone, as well as 
a nem- but by no rneans excellent photograpl~. do not clearly shon- traces of the head of ??ze~?z. Indeed, tlie only cle- 
ar trace after I Z L L ~ Z  is that of a vertical line slanting to the right. n-hich could be part of either ??ze~?z or k a j  Teixidor 
hesitated between the tn'o possible readings of this sign and finally opted for 77zer?z. No better meaning is indeed 
Fig. 5. Stele 3 l'bh ' brz nw' 
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gained if the inscription is read kr: mr'was interpreted as an imperative Piel of a root mrr ('to bless,) with a hypo- 
coristic ending, meaning '~Bless oh DN'). 'bh'was interpreted as l<DN is father'b. 
Concerning the palaeography, three aleph signs are attested: while the first one has a slanting shaft and two 
cross-lines meeting at an angle to the left of it, the two others have the same vertical shaft slanting to the left and 
two parallel strokes for the head. Only the upper one cuts the vertical shaft and continues on the other side. This 
form appears in the Gh C. B.C. but becomes very common in the jth c. B.C. Texidor suggested a date around 600 
B.C. that is the very beginning of the Oh C. A slightly lower dating seems to find supporting evidence in the shape 
of the sign he, which finds parallels in the Sidonian inscriptions of Eshmunazar and Tabnit and with the general ar- 
chaeological context of the cemetery which is dated roughly by the excavator to the Late Iron Age. 
I.4.d TYRE 
I.4.d, TYRE 1991: Stelae in the Directorate General of Antiquities Collection in Beirut 
Stele 4 (Fig. 6) 
This stele was cut in the local beach-rock. It has a dense texture and is of a pink color. It has a clearly defined ba- 
se or ~~foot)' 15 x 17 cm, and roughly smoothed front and sides while the back is irregular and only crudely ham- 
mered. Eight Phoenician letters of medium size, 5-7 cm, written in two lines are very badly preserved, because of 
the weathering of the stone. We tentatively read: 
Fig. 6. Stele 4 bn tnt?'. 
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bn tn 
t '1' 
The last letter of the first line is only partly preserved but, from what is left, it is clearly to be restored as nun. 
The reading of the remaining letters is fairly certain in spite of the fact that they are badly eroded. 
Concerning the palaeography, beth has a large rounded head, too big for the thin angular shaft as to suggest 
at first sight a reading ayin. This form of the letter finds its closest parallels in inscriptions from the tophet of Motya 
assigned to level IV and dated to the end of the Oh C. B.C. (Amadasi-Guzzo 1986: 14 & Pl. 2). The cross-shaped taws 
and lamed with its rounded, upward curving shaft are not attested after the 7th c. B.C. The nuns have rounded ed- 
ges, short heads and long shafts. Aleph consists of two oblique lines joining at the left of a shaft. This shape is well 
attested in 71h and Oh C. inscriptions (Ur box and Hassanbeyli). The palaeographic evidence suggests a date in the 
late 71h or in the Oh C. B.C., at the latest. 
The inscription is clearly a personal name, bn tnt ?'! attested here for the first time. This name is a construct- 
phrase name according to the terminology of Benz (1972:287 & chapter 111). This type of name is often attested in 
Phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 288; Halff 1963-64: 98). However, it presents some interesting featu- 
res worthy of remark: first, it is a theophorous name built with the divine element Tanit. Only two such names are 
attested in Phoenicia, 'bdtntand gl.itnt(Bordreui1 1987: 80; Amadasi-Guzzo 1991: 83). According to Bordreuil! the na- 
me of Tanit is also attested on clay bullae from Lebanon (1987: 83-84) where it is homrever mistakenly written as 
tmt. This corrected reading is rejected by Lemaire (1991:llj) who proposes for hn tmt the meaning of .magasia de 
TMZ, tmt being either a toponym or a personal name. Lipinski (1995: 202) in his recent study of this Phoenician 
goddess opted for the first interpretation. 
Second, the third element of this name, 'I', has no parallel in Phoenician and Punic personal names. The in- 
terpretation of this element is controversial. 'l'is attested as a feminine personal name on an Ammonite seal (Le- 
maire 1983: 21 & Aufrecht 1989 under Y'with related literature). According to Lemaire (1983: 21), ([Ce nompeuts'ex- 
pliquer soit comme le nom divin abrégé de Elyon =le Tds Haut, soit comme un hypocoristique signifiant que la 
divinité "a élevé':'. Aufrecht (1989) suggests that the name is either a hypocoristic using the root 'ly .to go up>), a di- 
vine name or an epithet meaning '(The High One>b. It is this last meaning that best fits the personal name attested he- 
re. The name mrould mean: <<Son of Tanit, The High One'). If this interpretation is correct, we would have a new epit- 
het of the goddess Tanit, attested here for the first time. This epithet would be an indication of the leading position 
and role Tanit held in the Phoenician pantheon. The implication would be that the Tanit cult was as important in 
Phoenicia as it was in Carthage. 
Stele 5 (Fig. 7) 
This stele was cut in the local beach-rock and has a loose texture and a pink color. It has a slightly protmding, 3 cm 
deep, lower edge. It is very roughly smoothed on all four sides and is in a good state of preservation. 
On the upper front and almost exactly in the middle, there is an engraved 4.5 cm wide and 6.5 cm high cir- 
cular motif. This symbol is clearly a miniature sun disc and not the letter ayin for two main reasons: first, the motif 
is clearly centered above the inscription on top of the stele: it cannot be the first letter of the personal name as it 
stands alone in the middle of the line. Second, the four remaining letters form a perfectly clear and well-attested 
personal name and the inclusion of a letter ayin will result in an incomprehensible letter group. Incised small so- 
lar discs are often attested alone in Carthage (Picard 1976: 80). They are also attested in the iconography of the an- 
cient Near East, mainly on seals (see for example Uehlinger 1988: 22, Fig. 6 and 23, Fig. 7). 
The stone is inscribed with four deeply chiseled, outsize (9-16 cm) and very well preserved Phoenician let- 
ters written in an irregular way. 
1 
b' 
Y 
Lamed is correctly written at the beginning of the line but the following beth is written on a lower level right 
below the sun disc. it seems that the scribe started writing the name of the dedicator but soon realized that he had for- 
gotten the motif after the first letter had been written. Since he had started almost at the top, he did not have enough 
space above his first line for the symbol. That is probably why he chose to incise the sun disc on top and, as a result, 
had to write the remaining letters on a lower level. This assumption is not far-fetched because beth and aleph are co- 
rrectly incised side by side on the same line. The fourth letter, yod, was then written alone on a new line. 
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Fig. 7 .  Stele 5 lby 
Concerning the palaeography, lamed is strongly tilted to the right and has a rounded tail. Beth presents no 
significant characteristics. The head of aleph is completely eroded: what is left of the two oblique stokes is a trape- 
zoidal cavity with its wide base to the left of a very long shaft. It is difficult to decide whether the two strokes joi- 
ned or not to the left of the shaft. Alephs with long shafts are generally late. However, this feature is also found in 
8th/7th C. inscriptions (Peckham 1968:105). Yod is the only letter, which has a shape characteristic enough to provi- 
de a solid clue to date the inscription. It is strongly tilted to the left with an angular head and a very long tail at a 
right angle, a shape common in 7 I h  c. B.C. inscriptions (Peckham 1968:107). It is to this century that we tentatively 
date this stele. 
The personal name lb'y is a hypocoristic meaning 11DN is a lion'). This name is attested in Mari and, according 
to Huffmon (1965: 225). lb'could also be a theophorous or a divine name. Ribichini and Xella (1991:164) also con- 
sider lb'as a theophorous element in Ugaritic onomastics. The same name, Lab'ayu. is also attested in the Amarna 
letters as the name of the mayor of Shechem (Moran 1987: 581). The feminine form lbt  in 'bdlb't, is attested on a 
proto-Canaanite arrowhead from el Khadr ( M I  No 21). lb'is attested once in Punic (Benz 1972:337 and Amadasi- 
Guzzo 1967: 99). The name on stele 5 is. to my knowledge, the first occurrence of the name in Phoenician ono- 
' mastics. 
Stele 6 (Fig. 8a-c) 
This stele is also cut in the local-beach rock. It has a loose texture and is of a reddish yellow color. It is neatly cut and 
roughly smoothed on all four faces. The sides are heavily eroded. Two major breaks can be seen: one on the lower 
front and the other on the upper right front. This second break destroyed the beginning of the second line. On the 
back of the stele, there is a 21 cm high ankh sign. It is the only stele with a motif on its back. This ankh symbol has 
ma y parallels in the East where it appears on many seals and scarabs (Bordreuil 1986: Nos 15, 18; Pritchard 1988: 
Fig. 17, 3; Keel and Uehlinger 1992: 32a, 32d, 34c, 79d, 92a;), on funerary stelae (Delavault-Lemaire 1979: Pl. 111, 5; 
Cross 2002: Fig. App. 1.4). ivories (Barnett 1975: Fig. C 48), as well as on meta1 bowls (Markoe 1985: E 1). 
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Fig. 8. Stele 6 (a) Frontside with inscription 'bd[xxl blz b'ly , (b) drawing of frontside. (c) backside with ankh sign, (d) backside 
dran-ing and section. 
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On its front, the stele bears a Phoenician inscription written in four lines. The only difficulty with this other- 
wise unproblematic inscription lies in the beginning of the second line, which has been damaged by a break. Bet- 
ween the edge of the stele and the first readable letter of line 2, there is a space 12 cm wide. In other words, there. 
is enough room for two letters and this is confirmed on the one hand, by the fact that this space corresponds exactly 
to that occupied by the first two letters of linel and, on the other, because the first readable letter of line 2 is 
exactly below the third letter of line 1. So we have to assume that two letters have to be restored at the beginning 
of line 2. 
The rest of the inscription can be read without difficulty: 
'bd 
[xxl bn 
b 7 
Y 
The inscription gives the name of the dedicator and that of his father. The first element of the dedicator's 
name is 'bd =slave, servant. This implies that the second element of the name lost in the break must be either a 
divine name or a hypocoristic ending. In the first case, the divine name could be either a bi-literal name like 's = 
Isis, bl= Bel, hr = Horus. jd or '1 (for theophorous names built with 'bd, see Benz 1972: 371) or a shortened form 
of a divine name. Any suggestion as to the identification of this divine element will remain conjectural. In the ca- 
se of a hypocoristic ending, we have to assume that only one letter is missing in the break and not two since hy- 
pocoristica are built by adding aleph, tau;, yod or mem to the remaining element (Benz 1972: 232-2351, A third at- 
tractive possibility may be offered to us: the personal name could be 'bdlnyl, a name attested on an arrowhead 
from Lebanon. According to Bordreui1 (1982: 190), the name is a gentilic, and 'bdn- is a well attested toponym in 
the Bible, possibly located at Kh. Abde. 15 km northeast of Akko. The dedicator is son of b'ly, a hypocoristic na- 
me formed with the divine element Baal and widely attested in Phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 94 
& 289). 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters are of medium size, 5-8 cm, and rather shallow. Two of the three 
beths have rounded heads and shafts curving at right angles, while the third one has a more angular head and an 
oblique shaft. Daleth has a round head and is close to shapes found in inscriptions from level IV of the tophet of 
Motya dated to rhe b'h C. B.C. (Amadasi-Guzzo 1986: 14 & Pl. 2). Lamed has a rounded and upward curving tail. He- 
re again, yod is the most significant sign for the dating of the inscription. It is horizontal with a rounded head and 
a tail cunring at right angle. This shape finds a v e r -  close parallel in the Ipsambul inscription dated to 591 B.C. 
(Peckham 1968:107). The stele may be dated to the Gh C. B.C. 
Fig. 9. Parallels to naos motif on Stele 7 from Byblos (left Seeden 1980: Pl. 134: 2) and Tharros (right Moscati 1985b: Pl. XI: 33). 
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stele 7 (Fig. 10) 
This stele is cut in the loosely cemented variety of beach-rock. It has a pink color, is well cut and very roughly smo- 
othed. The stone is badly eroded and broken at its lower right angle. A naos, consisting of an empty niche: 20 cm 
high, 12 cm wide and 5.5 cm deep, is cut in the middle front. Parallels are widely attested in the Punic world. Exam- 
ples are know-n from Carthage, Tharros (Moscati 1985b: XI: 33; XII: 35; XViii: 48; XXVIII: 74; XLIX: 125) and Sulcis 
(Bartoloni 1986: X: 70; CXXIX: 1050; CXXX: 1051: CL: 1541; CLI: 1550 being the closest parallel). Shrines are alre- 
ady attested in the Obelisk temple in Byblos and the standing armed figurines of bronze might in some cases have 
been placed there (Seeden 1980: 153 and Pl. 134: 2, 13 5: 4). 
A Phoenician inscription in one line starts on top of the stele above the niche and continues down to the left 
of it in two short lines. The letter before the last has been badly damaged by a break on the left edge and the fourth 
and last letters are partly destroyed but legible. The inscription reads: 
'Strt 
1 I1 
t 
We are clearly in the presence of a theophorous name built with the divine element Strt. The second ele- 
ment is difficult to read. The first letter is clearly lamed and the third one is tawrecognizable at its preserved lower 
part still showing the two crossed oblique lines. In the break follomring lamed, only one letter can be restored. Gi- 
ven the size of the letters and the space available in the break, there is no room for more than one sign. Of the lost 
letter, a horizontal stroke in its upper right part, a short oblique one in its lower right and the bottom of a vertical 
shaft are still to be seen, suggesting either taw, samekh or most probably aleph. A reading taw is the less probable 
because the other three taws of the inscription are clearly X-shaped .The other m-o possible readings of the second 
element are llslt and Ut. The first one cannot be explained arhile the second may present an attractive and adequate 
meaning. l't could be a feminine Qal participle of the root l'y = ('to prevail, to be strong., attested in Ugaritic and in 
Phoenician and Punic names like 'bdl' or 'bdl and possibly meaning ('The Mighty Onel) (Benz 1972: 336-337). The 
feminine form l't in 's'trtl(7t could be understood as a title of Astarte: *Astarte the Mighty One>', a personal name at- 
tested here for the first time. 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters are deeply incised and of medium size, 4-7 cm. Sin has a clear W- 
shape attested in 10th to 7 I h  c. B.C. inscriptions. The three taws are X-shaped with the two cross lines almost of the 
same length, similar to very early forms of the sign in the Ahiram, Yehimilk, Elibaal, Sipitbaal I, Abdo and Nora ins- 
Fig. 10. Steie 7 ytr t lplt 
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criptions (KAInos 1, 4, 6, 7,8 & 46). This form is not attested after the 'Yh c. B.C. The palaeographic evidence sug- 
gests a date in the Yh C. B.C. 
Stele 8 (Fig. 11) 
This stele was cut in the hard variety of the beach-rock. It is a rectangular stone with a rounded top. It has a pin- 
kish-white color. The stone has a clearly defined foot 21.5 cm high. 22 cm wide and 18.5 cm deep. With the ex- 
ception of the foot and back, the stele is very nicely smoothed. However, its upper edge shows signs of erosion on 
all sides and this is most probably due to the fact that with time, the stone was entirely buried in the ground and 
only its top remained exposed. The stele is inscribed with seven well-preserved Phoenician letters written in two 
lines: 
l'mt 
Smn 
[~(Belonging) to 'mtfmp. Feminine personal names built with the element 'mt = female servant and a divine 
name are widely attested in Phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 270). The specific form 'mtSmn = ((Fe- 
male servant of the god Eshmunb', is, to my knowledge, the first occurrence of this name in Phoenician. The form 
Smn for 'Snzn is often attested (Benz 1972: 279). The personal name is preceded by the preposition 1- (for this fea- 
ture see stele 1). 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters of this inscription are thin and of medium size. Lamedhas a slightly 
rounded shaft and an almost horizontal tail. Aleph has two strokes joining at a narrow angle to the left of a straight 
vertical shaft. Similar shapes are attested in the inscription from Kition and on the crater from Sidon published by 
Puech (1994), both dated to the 81h c. B.C. The first mem is problematic: it was first mistakenly written as resh and 
then corrected into a mem. The triangular head of ipesh is still to be seen under the three vertical and parallel stro- 
kes of mem 's head. It is only when the light hits the stone at a certain angle that the head of mem becomes clearly 
Fig. 11. Stele 8 l'mts'mn 
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visible. This form of rhe letter is attested in 8Ih c. B.C. inscriptions like the Sidon crater and a Tyrian seal published 
by Bordreui1 (1986: 7). It is a comrnon 8"' c. shape of the sign attested on other Tyrian stelae (for instance stele 14, 
21. 34). The second ??ze??z of rhe inscription is slightly different: its head has a zigzag shape and its shaft is vertical. 
similar forms ase found in the Karatepe and Linlassol inscriptions t~oth dated to the 8'" c. B.C. Taw is cross-shaped 
with a vertical long vertical shaft. Here again the closest parallels are dated to rhe Sth c. (Lirnassol and crater ins- 
cription~). Sin has an open W-shape not attested aftes the 7''' c. ~ V u n  has a hooked head mrith no exact parallels and 
a long vertical shaft. The palaeographic evidence dates the stele to the 8''' or early 7'" c. B.C. 
Stele 9 (Fig. 12) 
This is rhe only stele cut in limestone. The core color of the stone is pink while the patina is lighter. The stele is tra- 
pezoidal in shape. Its upper left edge is broken, causing slight damage to the represented head. The upper half of 
rhe stone's front has been sinoothed in order to receive the calving while its lower part is vet): roughly h e m .  The 
face anc1 neck of a person likely to be a nroman are represented. No hair or hair-dress is visible. The face is round 
with a pointed chin. The eyebrows camed in relief, join on top of tlie nose. The eyes rest in two shallon- cavities. 
The eyelids ase fine but the pupil is not represented giving the face an undefined and mysterious look. The flat 
triangular nose and the thin lips add to this impression. The neck is vel7 thin (5. j x 6 cm) giving the figure a fragi- 
le aspect. This stele is now on display in the Beirut National Museum. 
The human head represented on the stele has a striking parallel from Carthage (Ferron 1975: Pl. CXXXVII 
and CXLIX) This and other North African examples are always depicted with a raised right hand and belong to a 
specific type of funerat): stelae representing the deified dead person (Ferron 197 5: 261ff). Human heads compara- 
ble to this one ase also attested in the tophet of Monte Sirai (Bondi 1972: P1.LVII: 1) and in Motya (Tusa 1982: Pl. XIV 
e). For the interpretation of these figures. see Chapter 111. 
Fig. 12. Stele 9 Human head. 
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Fig. 13. A Carthaginian parallel to Stele 9 (Ferron 1975: P1 CXXXVII). 
Stele 10 (Fig. 14) 
This stele was cut in a calcareous, cemented beach-rock. It has a dense texture and is of a pinkish white color. 
The stone has neatly cut angles and a nicely smoothed front. Its left side is broken. The front shows the lin- 
tel, architrave and sides of a small shrine. The top of the shrine consists of two parallel horizontal grooves sur- 
mounted by a small rectangular platform 10 cm wide, bearing a round symbol, most probably a sun disc with a ver- 
tical line attached to its bottom. This type of shrine imitates Egyptian prototypes (Wagner 1980, mainly p.123 ff.). 
The sides of the shrine are very deeply hewn forming a right angle on top, possibly representing two columns. In- 
Fig. 14. Stele 10 Shrine with phallic symbol 
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the shrine, in rhe middle of its lower section, there is a hole, which looks like a navel. It is possible that the sto- 
necutter intended to came a niche or any other symbol but did not cornplete his work but it is also possible that it 
is indeed a navel for below this hole there is another enigrnatic representation. ~t consists of a long vertical protu- 
berance with a rounded lower end resembling a phallus. If this interpretation is correct. this shrine may have been 
dedicated to the god Pa'am, whose name according to Lipinski (1995: 215) means phallus. The symbol a-ould be 
half architectural and half anthropornorphic, its lower part representing rhe lon~er part of a human body with the 
navei and the male sexual organ. It would he indeed the first attested representation of the god Pa'am. But this pro- 
tuberance could also be a sort of handle for a portable shrine model or the socket or foundation of the shrine. 
This shrine has no exact parallels although small shrines are very comlnon on Punic stelae. The Egyptian ty- 
pe of lintel is well attested elsewhere in the West, mainly in Tharros (Moscati 198513: WIi ,  45,47) and in Sulcis (Bar- 
toloni 1986: m I ,  163). The small solar disc surmounting the shrine is also regularly attested on Punic stelae. 
Stele 11 (Fig. 15) 
This stele is cut in a loosely cernented and coarse beach rock. The color is pinkish gray and the lower left corner is 
damaged. The syrnbol on the front is ovoid in shape with a short vertical stem at its bottorn and two horns or lea- 
ves at the top. This plant symbol, fruit or flower, has no exact parallel on Punic stelae. Motifs representing vegetal 
symbols ase widely attested in Carthage. The closest parallels to this rnotif seem to be the pomegranate, lily and lo- 
tus flon-ers (Picard 1978: 51ff.). The most striking parallels ase however the lotus bud representations on the Ahi- 
ram sarcophagus and on the Phoenician naiskoi of the Persian period, which have on their lintel a row of alterna- 
ting, open and closed lotus floarers (see stele 58). Phoenician ivo1-y blinkers from Nimrud (Orchard 1967: Nos 71-72, 
74ff.; 91ff., 186-7). as well as Phoenician bowls from Cyprus and Etruria (Markoe 1985: Cy-21; E-13) also have si- 
milar lotus bud motifs. These parallels show that similar short-stemmed vegetal rnotifs n-ere common in the art of 
Phoenicia from rhe to the jth C. B.C. 
Fig. 15. Stele 11 Lotus bud. 
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Fig. 16. A parallel to Stele 11 from Nimrud (Orchard 1967: 187). 
Stele 12 (Fig. 17) 
This stele is of the well-cemented, harder and denser variety of beach rock. Its color is pink. The stone is L-shaped 
and its vertical part narrows towards the top. It is roughly smoothed on the front and sides. Its lower left corner is 
broken. 
The upper part of the stele has four vertical parallel incisions. These lines may be coarse representations of 
uraei. Uraei are very common on Oriental and Punic stelae and they usually decorate their upper part. Simplified 
representations of this motif as attested on this stone, are found on stelae from Monte Sirai (Bondi 1972: V. 9; VIII, 
16; XXVII, 58; see also stele 48). It is to be noted that uraei usually surmount the crescent-disc as is also the case 
here: Under the four lines there is a crescent moon turned downward containing a small solar disc. The crescent- 
disc motif is one of the most widespread symbols on Punic stelae. It is also attested on Oh C. Cypriot shrine models 
(Bretschneider 1991: Pl. 99-102). Under these motifs, five Phoenician letters written in two lines are clearly reada- 
ble: 
g rh  
mn 
The personal name g+mn, <(Client of (the god Baal) Hamon)) or Client of the hmm is attested here for the 
first time. Names formed with the element grfollowed by a divine name are widely attested in Phoenician and Pu- 
nit onomastics (Benz 1972: 298; Halff 1963-4105). However, names with the divine name hmn are rare: they are 
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Fig. 17. Stele 12 grhrnn. 
Fig. 18. A parallel to uraei and crescent-disc symbols of Stele 12 from Monte Sirai (Bondi 1972 or Studi Semitici 11). 
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not attested in Carthage (Halff 1964-5:65) but they are known in Ugaritic (Grondhal 1967:135,230) and in an 1lth C. 
Byblian inscription (Cross-McCarter 19733-8) where the name abdhmn is attested. Xella, in his recent and conn- 
prehensive study on the god Baal Hamon (1991:36), rightly observes the uninterrupted use of hmn in Ugaritic ar?d 
Phoenician personal names (see also Chapter 11.3). 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters are deeply cut and of medium size. Gimmel, resh and het are bet- 
ween 6 and 7 cm long while mem and nun are 11 cm high. 
Gimmel has a rounded angle and its right side is clearly longer than its left one. This shape finds its closest 
parallel in the Karatepe inscriptions dated to the gh c. B.C. Resh has a rounded head, which compares best with the 
inscriptions from Motya dated to the Qh C. B.C. (Amadasi-Guzzo 1986: 13 & 71ff.), but it is also very close to the Ka- 
ratepe inscriptions. Het is of a straight, vertical, three-barred shape comparable to earlier forms of the letter. Its left 
vertical side is longer than the right, Mem has an indented slanting head and an oblique shaft similar to well known 
shapes of the 8th and 71h c. B.C. (Tamassos, Kition and Hassanbeyli). Nun has an angular head and an oblique shaft 
again close to 8th/7'h C. shapes, mainly Karatepe and Hassanbeyli. However, this shape occurs also as late as the dth C. 
B.C. The palaeographic evidence, mainly the shapes of het and mem, which are the most significant, suggests a da- 
te in the 8th or the 71h C. B.C. at the latest. 
Stele 13 (Fig. 19) 
This stele is cut in the hard, well-cemented variety of beach rock and is pink in color. It is a regularly cut stone with 
a rounded top, and smoothed front and sides. Its lower front is slightly damaged and severa1 small breaks can be 
seen on its left side. Its clearly defined ~ ~ f o o t ~ ~  r base measures 19.5 x 19.5 cm. 
On the upper half of the stone a very well preserved but somewhat problematic Phoenician inscription is 
written in four lines. It clearly reads: 
tnt 
Sb' ' 
St 'I 
m 
The first difficulty lies in the fact that the three letters of the divine name Tanit are much larger (7 to 8,5 c ~ n )  
than the remaining signs of the inscription (3 to jcm). 
The same phenomenon is also attested on stele 31 (Lemaire 2001: Fig. 1). There the first three signs of the 
votary's name. mh y. are written bigger than the others. This clearly indicates that emphasized signs are not res- 
tricted to divine names and this recurring feature may be explained by a certain scribal tradition or fashion which 
consisted in emphasizing the first three letters of the inscription. 
Another parallel is the G'h/5th C. B.C. Aramaic inscription of Daskyleion (Altheim-Stiehl and Cremer 1985: 6ff. 
and Pl. I, b) . The first line of this inscription has an outsize yodwritten alone in the middle of the line, almost dou- 
ble the size of the other yods of the text (13.6). One possibility is to interpret this '<capitalb) letter as an abbreviation 
of the divine name YHW(p.7),  and in this case it would be a very interesting parallel to the divine name Tanit as 
it is written on stele 13. But even if the yod does not refer to a divine name, this Aramaic text is very important in 
this context because it also attests the use of letters of different sizes in the same inscription. 
The second problem is related to the personal name: should Tanit be understood as part of a personal fla- 
me tntSb'or is it the name of the goddess followed by that of the deceased? Before the publication of stele 31, the 
first alternative would have been difficult to accept. &om7, the evidence of stele 31 makes it likely that the persorla1 
name should be tntSb'= '[Tanit is abundance>>. This personal name is however not attested. 
The other alternative is to consider Tanit as an independent divine name used as an invocation at the be- 
ginning of the inscription but it should then be preceded by the preposition l- (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: $317,1). The 
personal name Sb' c'abundance, plenty, corn)) (Tomback 1978; Fuentes Estañol 1980; compare Benz 1972: 413 (to 
swear>>) is othenvise not problematic: it is attested together with Sb'tn in Neopunic (KAI 149 and 146). The persollal 
name SbYis also attested on stele 39. 
Sb' is the wife ('St) of 'lm. (Compare KAI 149:~) ISb' bt y'skt'n 'St mkrs'n). 'lm could be understood either as 
standing for 'llm= ethe god is with (me))] ( Fuentes Estañol 1980: 67 ), or as a hypocoristic built with the element '1 
3. This reference was kindly brought to my attention by Mme Hélene Lozachrneur 
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Fig. 19. Stele 13 tnts'b' 'St 'lm 
or 'lm = <<god/s. ( for personal names built with 'lm=gods. see Benz 1972: 267). Both Sb'and 'lm are attested in Pho- 
enician onomastics for the first time. 
Concerning the palaeography, the taus of the inscription are clearly cross-shaped: two are upright and one 
is slightly bent. This forn1 of the letter does not appear after the 7'" c. B.C. (Peckham 1968: 104-106). The two Sins 
provide a good ter1nifzz4spost quetn for the inscription: they have lost the W-shape and their form, one with a roun- 
ded and the other nlith an angular V-shaped bottom, does not occur before the 6'1 c. B.C. (Peckham 1968: 106). La- 
nzedprovides a termifzus afzte qzletz with its vertical shaft, n-hich is not attested after the bth c. (Peckham 1968: 108). 
The above evidence already sets the time range for our stele: it is to be dated betn-een the end of the 71h and the 
end of the 6"' c. B.C. Bet, ayin, ?nen? and aleph also fit this tirne bracket. It is to be noted that the two alephs of this 
inscription are not identical: the first one has almost parallel head lines. both of them cut by a vertical shaft while 
the other one has two lines joining at a round angle to the left of the shaft. These two forms are also attested si- 
multaneously in the Ipsamboul inscription dated 591 B.C. 
Stele 14 (Fig. 20) 
This stele is of the hard, well-cernented variety of beach rock and is of a pink color. It is square and rather flat with 
irregular sides and edges. On the roughly smoothed front. a crescent-disc is represented above seven Phoenician 
letters written in ta-o lines. The inscription reads clearly: 
Inlqrt 
'b 
<'Melqart is (my) father>. Personal narnes formed with the divine name Melqart are extremely common in Pho- 
enician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 347-8). However this specific form is not yet attested and occurs here for 
the first tirne. The name 'bmlqrt is known from a Punic inscription (Fuentes Estañol 1980: 58). 
Fig. 20. Stele 14 mlqrt'b. 
Concerning the palaeography, the letters ase of medium size and written with sharp, thin lines. A date in the 
Bth C. B.C is suggested by the shape of the letter menz: it has an angular head consisting of three parallel vertical stro- 
kes and a straight vertical shaft. This letter finds close parallels in gth c. inscriptions. The two most striking parallels 
ase the 81h C. inscription of the Sidonian crater (Puech 1994) and a Tyrian seal published by Bordreuil (1986: No 7). 
This form of mem seems to be common to the Tyrian inscriptions of that period. An Bth c. date is corroborated by 
the shape of the letter qoL which has a rounded head divided into two by a vertical shaft, a shape attested betwe- 
en the 10th and the gth c. B.C. Lates, this letter changes drastically. lamed has an angular and short tail, a shape that 
cannot be later than the Qh C. B.C. (Peckham 1968:104-108). Resh has a triangular head and a long straight shaft. 
Taw has a cross-shaped head and a long vertical shaft. characteristic of Yh to 7th c. inscriptions (the above-mentio- 
ned Sidonian crater, the old Cypriot inscriptions from Kition and Limassol and the Kilamuwa inscription). Aleph has 
a very narrow angular head with lines joining at the left of a slightly tilted shaft, a shape common to 8th/7th C. ins- 
criptions. Beth has a very angular head and there is a slight deviation between the vertical line of the head and that 
of the shaft, which cusves at a right angle to the left. The palaeography suggests a date in the BLh c. B.C. 
Stele I5 (Fig. 21) 
This stele is cut in the hardest, most cemented variety of beach rock and is of a very pale brown color. It is rectan- 
gular in shape with a rounded top, very roughly hewn and in a good state of preservation. The front bears a hor- 
seshoe-shaped motif, its lower part crossed by a horizontal line. Very close parallels, which are interpreted as betyls 
(see below) ase found on stelae from Nora (Bisi 1967: LI1 2) and Sulcis (Bartoloni 1986: XXVI, 163) The betyl is a 
common motif on the archaic stelae from Carthage (Bartoloni 1976: 235, 237, 317). 
Belom- the horizontal line there is an arrow-like sign with a rounded shaft. No satisfactory explanation can 
be given to this sign. However, the arrowhead may have been the result of erosion, and it is not impossible to as- 
sume that originally it was the head of the letter beth. Similarly isolated letters ase attested on ostrich eggs (Amada- 
si-Guzzo 1988: 4 53) and on some Carthaginian stelae. Above the symbol, fous letters are written in one line and the 
inscription reads clearly: 
gr@ 
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Fig. 21. Stele l i  grgS 
Fig. 22 Paralleli to Stele 15 from Kora and Carthage (Bisi 1967: LII, 2 and XII, 1). 
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This personal name is known in Ugaritic (Ribichini and Xella 1991: 161) and is widely attested in Punic ono- 
mastics (Halff 1963-4: 105; Benz 1972: 299). Its meaning, however, remains uncertain. Halff (1963-4: 105) suggests 
eclay, mud. derived from Arabic girgis, and, according to her, the name could be that of a profession. An alternati- 
ve explanation may be to interpret it as a theophorous name formed with the element gr = client (compare Heltzer 
(1987: 309) who suggests the meaning '~protected persom') and a divine name, gf = Gusi (for Gz~si as a divine name 
see Liverani 1961: 185 and Vattioni 1966: 39ff.). according to a pattern very common to Phoenician and Punic ono- 
mastics (gr'Stq gnnlqrt: see Benz 1972: 298). New evidence from Ehla (ARETIX: 37. VI. 4; 38r: 111; 3: 40: 111, 7 ) and 
Ugarit (Ribichini and Xella 1991:161 ) attesting respectively the existence of a god gzi-sa, gsB as well as the Ugari- 
tic personal names b~zgSv and gt-psb shows that Liverani n-as comect in llis assumption that Gusi is a divine name. 
Concerning the palaeography. the letters are of medium size and n-ritten with sharp. thin lines. The tm-o gim- 
mels have straight vertical right sides and rather long left sides joining at a broad angle. It is difficult to compare and 
date these letters because gilnmel did not undergo significant changes. The two oblique lines of the head of resh 
do not meet. This letter is of no help in dating the inscription while fitz clearly is: it has a KT-shape, which suggests 
that this stele cannot be dated later than the 71h c. B.C. 
I.4.d2 TYRE 1991 Stelae in the Department of Antiquities Collection in the Beiteddin Museuin 
Stele 16 (Fig. 23) 
This rectangular stele is cut in a well-cemented beach-rock. It is one of the largest stones found in the Tyrian ce- 
metery and it is in a good state of preservation. Traces of the stonecutter tools are still visible on its face and sides, 
which were only roughly smoothed. n-hile the back was left almost untouched. 
One line of inscription is R-ritten on top of the stele. It consists of four very large, 8 to 14 cm long letters, 
which were ve1-y deeply chiseled in the stone. These four letters cover the whole n-idth of the stele and they cle- 
Fig. 23. Stele 16 ISm'. 
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arly read: Rm': <c(belonging) to Sm:. This personal name is a hypocoristic of a theophorous name meaning [((DNI 
has heard)). It is widely attested in West Semitic in general and in Phoenician and Punic onomastics in particular 
(Benz 1972: 421). 
As for the palaeography, the shape of the letters is very archaic, particularly that of Sin and mem. The first 
has a clear W shape while the second is written as a wavy vertical line. Both find their closest parallels in 10th c. B.C. 
inscriptions from Byblos (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Table I), which suggests the same date for the tombstone. This ma- 
kes it the oldest funerary stele discovered to date. 
Stele 17 (Fig. 24) 
This stele is cut in well-cemented beach-rock and has a slightly trapezoidal shape. In order to reduce its heavy 
weight, modern tomb robbers cut it lengthwise from top to bottom reducing its thickness substantially. As usual, 
only the front side was well dressed to receive the inscription. 
The very large, deeply cut signs were written in three irregular lines: meln and qof are 9 cm long, 7.esh is 10 
cm long. while tau; and the cross-line of aleph are respectively 14 and 12 cm long. The signs are well preserved and 
read very clearly: 
mlq 
rt' 
b 
Mlqrt'b, ([(the god) Melqart is (my) fatherll, a personal name also attested on Stele 14. 
Concerning the palaeography, the form of the signs suggests a date in the Yh or early 81h c. B.C. Mem has a 
shaft strongly tilting to the right while its head is quite irregular. This corresponds to the transition phase from the 
vertical to the more horizontal shape of the sign's head, which finds its closest parallels in 9th/8'h c. B.C. inscriptions 
like those of Nora and Kilamuwa. Qofstill has a circular head divided into two by a vertical line, a shape that is not 
Fig. 24. Stele 17 mlqrt'b 
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attested after the mid-Bth C. B.C. Taw has also a form characteristic of the 9"'/8"' c. B.C. with its cross-shape and long 
shaft tilted to the right. The headlines of aleph join at a narrow angle left of the very long cross line. a form very si- 
milar to that found in the late 9'' c. Kilamuwa inscription (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Table 1). The vertical shape and the 
angular head of p-esh as well as the triangular head of beth and its short tai1 turning at a right angle also find para- 
lleis in gth/8Ih C. inscriptions. 
Below the inscription to the left is a so-called alzkl:, sign. The circular, or rather oval head is 13 cm in dia- 
meter a-hile the vertical line below it is 1 2  em long. The latter is cut at a right angle by a 15 cm long horizontal li- 
ne, a fen- centimeters below the head. This sign is the most common symbol found on funerary stelae and is inter- 
preted as a symbol for eternal life (see Chapter 111). 
Stele 18 (Fig. 2 5 )  
This stele is cut in a well-cemented beach rock. Modern tomb robbers sawed it in order to thin and to shorten it. 
What is left is a truncated stele with a rounded top. The surface of the stone was very roughly smoothed leaving 
the front side of the stele slightly irregular. 
Three lines of inscription n-ere can-ed a fen- centirneters belon- the upper edge. The letters are fairly large 
and very deeply cut. The first line of inscription is not perfectly horizontal and the last two letters are lower than 
the first three. The second and third lines are lnore regular. Except for the fourth sign. nrhich is somehow proble- 
matic, the remaining letters are very clear and the name reads: 
'lt9,nz 
m btg 
m r 
f~' l t~ ,??27?2 daughter of gmrs. 
What is striking about this inscription is the consistency in writing the same letter. :+fem, for example, is writ- 
ten three times almost identically. Its shape is ver). characteristic and consists of a shaft, slightly tilted to the right in 
two cases and vertical in one. and a head formed of tm-o and not three vertical and parallel strokes. since the shaft 
does not cross the horizontal line of the head as is the case in later 6'"/ Sth C .  B.C. inscriptions. In these later ins- 
criptions, the middle stroke usually crosses the vertical line of the head. The form of the letter on our stele is quite 
Fig. 25. Stele 18 'lt,y,mm btgmr. 
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unusual and a close but not identical parallel is the sign mem in a 7Ih c. Maltese inscription (Peckham 1968: 107, 3). 
~t differs from earlier 8'h/7th C. B.C. signs in that the head is quite orthogonal and not wavy, and from later inscrip- 
tions in that the middle vertical stroke of the head does not cross the horizontal line. Two identical taws are attes- 
ted in this inscription and they are both cross-shaped with a long shaft tilting to the right, typical of Yh to 7th c. B.C. 
inscriptions (Peckham 1968: 104 and Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Table 1). Lamed with its rounded tail and resh with its 
triangular head and long vertical shaft are also typical of this period. The head of beth is not very angular and its 
tai1 is clearly rounded. 
Only one sign, the fourth of the first line, is difficult to identify with certainty. A close examination of the ins- 
cription allowed us to identify it beyond serious doubt as yod. The problem with this letter is that its upper part is 
very deeply cut while its lower part is hardly visible. The head of yod, made of two horizontal, parallel strokes and 
the vertical line joining them, is clear while the lower part of the sign as well as its tail are not well engraved. The 
lower part of the sign is shifted to the left. The fact that yod is still almost vertical, tilting only slightly to the left, in- 
dicates a date in the 7Ih c. B.C. as supported by parallels from Hasan Beyli and Praeneste (Peckham 1968: 105). All 
the above-mentioned parallels suggest a date in the late 8Ih or early 7'" c. B.C. for the stele. 
The personal name 'lt,y,,mm is attested here for the first time. 'ltderives from a root 'ly (to go up>) or ('to be of- 
fered>' Uean and Hoftijzer 1965: 211). It is also a feminine substantive attested in Phoenician and used as a preposi- 
tion meaning '(on top 05' or ~~above~~ .  a'towardsl). <(for)), or as the construct form of 'lh which is attested in Palmyrene 
with the meaning .altar)'. and in Punic where it means '<burnt offering Uean and Hoftijzer 1965: 215 and 211). Ymm 
is a plural form of ynz, which means either '<ses>' or ('day (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965: 107-108). A plural ymm '<days. is 
attested in Phoenician. The personal name could be interpreted in a variety of ways: ['Offering of (or for) the Seas') 
or [COffering of (or for) the Days)~. Gnzr derives from a verbal root meaning <<to be complete)'. Theophorous names 
formed with this root, cc(DK) is complete'>, i-e perfect, are very well attested in Hebrew but also in Phoenician and 
Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 297) 
Stele 19 (Fig. 26) 
This stele is cut in a hard, well-cemented beach rock and its front side was smoothed to receive the inscription. 
Tomb robbers cut it both length- and widthwise leaving a small stone with a three-letter inscription. The top and 
the right side of the stone show breaks, which have slightly damaged the first sign. 
The inscription reads very clearly hd', a hypocoristic formed with the divine name hdlhdd, the ancient Se- 
mitic and later Aramaic weather-god. The palaeography of the inscription dates it to the 71h c. B.C. as attested by pa- 
rallels of the same period, he has a vertical shaft and three parallel and almost horizontal strokes of different length, 
the top one being the shortest and the bottom one the longest. Daleth has an angular head and a short vertical shaft. 
aleph has cross lines converging to the left of the shaft, which is rotated in a counter clockwise direction to the left. 
These forms of the signs are very common in 7th C. B.C. inscriptions (Peckham 1968: 105-107). 
Fig. 26. Stele 19 hd'. 
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Stele 20 (Fig. 27) 
This trapezoidal stele is cut in a hard. well-cemented beach rock. which was roughly smoothed on the front and si- 
des while the back was coarsely harnmerecl. Two breaks on the left and right lom~er corners can be seen. While the 
left break is very substantial and has partly destroyed tlie symbol, the right one did not cause any damage to the 
inscription. 
The signs are of niedium size and ase deeply cut. They are written in four regular lines and they are very well 
preserved. The inscription reads: 
1s 
Ptb 
n 'z 
r 
'[(Belonging) to $pf son of 'zr,~. Both personal names, which are short forms of m-ell-knomm theophorous na- 
mes, are mlidelp attested iri Phoenician and Punic onomastics and mean <((DNI has judged or is judgel> (Benz 1972: 
423) and <'(DNI has helped or is helperj> (Benz 1972: 375) respectively. 
The palaeography of the inscription is complex and presents some conti-adictory information. On the one 
hand, most of the signs seem to indicate a date in the Bth/7"' c. B.C. The W forn1 of s"in and, most importantly, fet 
contribute significantly to this suggestion. fet is oval in shape, rotated to tlie right, witli a cross bar drawn across the 
center. However, tlie fact that t l ~ e  oval is still completely closecl suggests a date not later than the 8"' c. B.C. Lamed 
with its rounded tai1 is another inclicator of a date in the 8'"/Th c. B.C. This dating is hon-ever contradicted by the 
relatively late form of zayilz, which has acquired its zigzag shape after the 7"' c. B.C. (Peckharn 1968:10i-109. Frie- 
drich-Rollig 1970: Table 1). According to the evidence. and in spite of some archaic forms, a date tom-ards tlie end 
of the 7th C. seeiils appropriate. 
On the lonrer left side of the stele, belon- tlie inscription. is a s)-rnbol of which only a partly presenred circu- 
lar head survives. Because of n-idel>- attested parallels, one could safely assume that it is a so-called a~zkh  sign. 
Fig. 27. Stele 20 lSpf bn .zr. 
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Stele 21 (Fig. 28) 
This stele was cut in a well-cemented beach rock. Clandestine diggers sawed it both lengthwise and widthwise, le- 
aving only the rounded top of the stele and the three-line inscription. The stone was only roughly smoothed on the 
front, leaving an irregular surface. A probably modern break obliterated totally the upper part of the second sign 
and damaged partly that of rhe third. The rest of the inscription is well preserved and is written in three lines. It re- 
ads: 
~IFIY 
bn b' 
ly.tb 
The signs are deeply cut and of medium size except for mem which is larger than the other letters. The he- 
ad of this sign consists of three vertical parallel strokes. The shaft was cut first as a short vertical line. It was lengt- 
hened by a second line: which is slightly shifted to the left as it clearly appears on the photograph. This form of the 
sign is attested on another Tyrian stele, stele 14, dated to the 81h c. B.C. Of the second sign, only the long vertical 
shaft is preserved. From its damaged head a short oblique line to the right of the shaft has survived. On the basis 
of this observation, a reading ~ a d e  seems to be the only alternative possible. The next sign, in spite of being slightly 
obliterated, is easily recognizable as ?"e&, with an angular head and a long vertical shaft. Yod is written twice in the 
inscription. The first one is rotated to the left. Its head has m o  parallel strokes and its tail is drawn upwards forming 
a narrow angle with the shaft. This slightly tilted form of the sign is characteristic of the 71h c. B.C. (Peckham 
1968:107). The second one is very similar but more vertical in shape. Beth is written three times in an almost iden- 
tical manner namely with an angular head and a tail that is drawn in an oblique line at the juncture of the head. 
;\'un has a vertical head with ta-o lines cutting each other at a right angle and a shaft slightly tilted to the right, a 
form typical of the 71h c. B.C. Ayin is made of two rounded strokes, which do not seem to meet, an indication of the 
relatively late date of the stone. Lamed has an oblique shaft strongly tilted to the right with a short horizontal tail, a 
form common to 7" c. B.C. inscriptions. Quite interesting is tetwhich is an oval rotated to the right with a cross pat- 
tern inside it attested in 81h C. B.C. inscriptions (Peckham 1968: 105, Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Table 1). The palaeo- 
graphy of the inscriptions suggests a date in the late 81h or early 7th c. B.C. for the stele. 
The personal name nz,~,ry; a gentilic meaning '~Egyptian'~, is attested in Phoenician onomastics (Benz 1972: 
352-353) while b'lytb ~'Baal was agreeable>' appears here for rhe first time. 
Fig. 28. Stele 21 m,$,y bn b'lytb. 
Stele 22 (Fig. 29) 
This stele is cut in a hard, well-cemented beach rock. It was only roughly smoothed on the front side and many irre- 
gularities can still be seen. Clandescine diggers sawed it length- and widthwise leaving only the one-line inscription. 
The breaks, which are visible on the right side of the stele, seem to suggest that the beginning of the inscription 
may have been damaged in the process. The signs, except for the last one, which is clearly a het, are x7ery badly 
preserved and difficult to read. All that can be seen are vertical and oblique strokes, m-hich cannot be ascribed to 
specific signs. According to both the space and the size of !?et, it seems that tmro or even three signs should be res- 
tored. 
Fig. 29. Stele 22 [xxxlk 
Stele 23 (Fig. 30) 
This trapezoidal stele aras cut in badly cemented beach rock and the stone shows signs of erosion. It was sawn by 
site loóters both length- and w-idthwise leaving only the part mrhere three lines of inscription are written. All sides 
mrere cut straight except the top of the stone, which seems to have been dainaged by a break. The front side has 
been smoothed to receive the inscription. 
The signs are deeply cut and of inedium size but they have slightly suffei-ed from erosion. They can howe- 
ver be clearly read: 
YSP 
'17%~ 
'h 
The personal name .ysp, '<(DN) has added'), is a hypocoristic attested in Punic onoinastics as well as in Israe- 
lite personal names (Benz 1972: 323-324; for further parallels see Lemaire 2001: 9). If the remaining part of the ins- 
cription is to be interpreted, as is usually the case, as the farnily relationship of ysp to the other person mentioned 
in the inscription. the rest should be ~~nderstood as 'nz y'h, ~cmother of y'lzs. a reading which makes perfect sense sin- 
ce the normal formula used on the stelae is <<PN son. daughter. or m-ife of PN)>. The problem however with this in- 
terpretation is that in the above-n~entioned exaniples ysp is clearly a male naine nrhile it appears on this stele as a 
female personal name. ysp is indeed clearly said to be the mother ( 'm)  of y'h. This is possible since jJsp is the hy- 
pocoristic of a theophorous name such as <yspb'l, m~hich could veiy well be interpreted also as a fernale name. 
The second personal name is more problernatic: first it is not attested in Phoenician or Punic; second, if y % 
is to be understood as a verbal form. the verbal root to which it belongs is highly problematic since no root y'h is 
attested and no other weak root of which y'h would be the imperfect form. is known to me. 
The evidence provided by stele 31 (Lemaire 2001: No 1, stele 31) may suggest another and maybe better al- 
ternatixre for the interpretation of the inscription. Its inscription reads m h q  bnysp b ? ~  'mLy'h. Here ysp is son of a per- 
son called 'my'h. This name was coinpared by Lemaire to the biblical name Ahi'am and to another archaic Phoeni- 
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Fig. 30. Stele 23 ysp 'm y 3  
cian name 'H 'M (Lemaire 2002: 9). We would like to suggest that ysp of stele 31 is the same as ysp of stele 23. On 
both stelae, the name of the father is the same, 'my'h, but on stele 23, the scribe has omitted the word bn, which 
may mislead to interpreting the signs following ysp as representing two separate words: 'm, 'cmother ofl) and y'h, a 
second personal name. If this alternative, which is highly plausible, is accepted, we would be in the presence of 
tvqo deceased, father and son, buried in the same cemetery: the father, ysp. and his son, mhry, whose tombstones 
stood probably side by side before clandestine diggers separated them. The palaeography of the stelae brings furt- 
her support to this suggestion: stele 23, that of ysp, is indeed older than stele 31, that of his son mh y (see below). 
Concerning the palaeography, yod is written twice. The first sign is characterized by its angular and vertical 
shape, its slightly oblique tail, and by the parallel strokes of the head, a shape characteristic of gth c. B.C. inscrip- 
tions. The second has a tail strongly curving upwards and an oblique lower line of the head, indicating a slightly la- 
ter date, in the 81h /71h C. B.C. (Peckham 1968: 105-107). Samekh allows a closer dating of the inscription since its 
vertical shaft cuts the three horizontal lines of the head, a feature that is not attested after the 81h c. B.C. (Friedrich- 
Rollig 1970: Table 1). Pe has an angular head and a vertical shape, and nzem has a shaft slightly rotated to the right 
and a m7avy line for the head. This shape is again common in the 81h c. As for aleph, the lines of the head converge 
and meet to the left of the slightly rotated cross line. Finally het with its vertical parallel shafts and its perfectly ho- 
rizontal cross lines finds its closest parallel in the Limassol inscription (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Table 1). The palaeo- 
graphic evidence indicates that the stele should be dated to the late gth c. B.C. 
Stele 24 (Fig. 31) 
This stele was cut in a badly cemented beach rock. Clandestine diggers sawed it length- and widthwise leaving only 
the part bearing the inscription and the symbol. The inscription is written in four lines, two above and two below 
the symbol. The weathering of the stone partly damaged the signs and made their reading difficult. The letters are 
fairly large in size, ca 9 cm long, and they are deeply cut. The first sign is partly obliterated but it is still clearly iden- 
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Fig. 31 Stele 24 btfhr btgrtb'l 
tifiable as beth. The tracing of the head is not v e n  distinct but the shaft is vertical and short while the tai1 curves at 
a right angle. The second sign is clearly taz~': its vertical shaft is more deeplj- cut than the horizontal cross line and 
it is slightly rotated to the right. The third sign is well presen-ed: it is clearly a W-shaped Sin. The upper part of the 
fourth sign is obliterated by a break, but the two parallel vertical shafts and tm-o horizontal cross lines suggest be- 
yond any doubt a reading het. The only sign of the second line is clearly resh. 
The first and second signs of the third line are clearly beth and taz~' respectively. The third one is inore pro- 
blematic because of the stone erosion. Hon-ever one can clearly see a vertical shaft slightly rotated to the right and 
a short oblique stroke to the left of it, a-hich converges to the top of the shaft but does not join it. It can be read be- 
yond serious doubt as gim?zel. The fourth sign is clearly resh but the fifth one is problematic. The erosion has obli- 
terated most of it. What remains is the lon-er part of a vertical shaft and a small vertical line belonging to its upper 
part. Both vertical lines are aligned. Crossing the upper short line at a right angle is a short horizontal line. The sur- 
viving traces allon; the restitution of tau!. The signs of the fourth line are legible m-ith fair certainty in spite of the 
fact that the first one is slightly damaged: they read b?. The personal nalne on the stele can be read n-ith fair cer- 
~ainty as: 
bt* 
r 
btgrt 
b'l 
bt$r bt g7-tb11 .bt$r daughter of g7-tb'l~~ 
The personal name btchrmeans g'Daughter of Dawn'>. Shr frDawn8' is attested as a divine component in Punic 
personal names (Benz 1972: 414-415), and is well known as a celestial deity from the Ugaritic myth of the ~Birth of 
the Gracious Gods (Wyatt 1998: 324 ff). This divine name is attested in Phoenician onomastics here for the first ti- 
me (For a recent study see Lipinski 1995: 355 under Shihar; see also Chaper 11.3). grtb'l rneans g'(Fema1e) Client of 
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(the god) BaaL). Theophorous names built with the term gr, feminine grt, and a divine name, are widely attested in 
phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 298 and 300). 
Concerning the palaeography, the signs, mainly the W-shaped gin, the cross-shaped taw and the parallel ver- 
tical and horizontal lines of het, clearly indicate a date in the Bth or early 7th c. B.C. at the latest. 
The symbol depicted on the stele is well centered and consists of a horizontal line cutting a horseshoe-sha- 
ped motif. The upper part of the symbol is arider than its lower part because the vertical sides converge slightly to- 
wards the bottom. This symbol is identical to that represented on stele 15 and may represent a betyl (see Chapter 111). 
Stele 25 (Fig. 32) 
This stele is cut in a hard, well-cemented beach rock. Clandestine diggers sawed it length- and widthwise leaving 
only the part where symbol and inscription are found. The front side of the stele was smoothed but small modern 
breaks, mainly in the upper left side of the stone, have damaged it. This stele presents a unique feature not attes- 
ted so far: it was entirely covered with red paint, traces of which can still be seen mainly on the disc motif as well 
as on the lower part of the stone. Both motif and inscription are badly preserved and difficult to reconstruct. 
The motif consists of a circular cavity, which seems to be resting on a horizontal red line. There is however 
no sign of an incision for the line under the circular depression. The red paint, well preserved in this area, may be 
responsible for this impression. If the line were drawn on purpose under the disc we may be in the presence of a 
badly preserved ankh sign, very common on the stelae, or of a shen-ring sign meaning eternity or protection (Wil- 
kinson 1992: 193). It may also simply be a symbol for the sun-disc represented by a circular cavity, which finds pa- 
rallels on stele 1 and 5. 
Below the motif is a taro-line inscription, which is rather difficult to read because the signs are shallow, irre- 
gularly written, and slightly damaged. The first sign of the first line can be identified with fair certainty as lanzed. Its 
Fig. 32. Stele 25 Is'rnnyLJ? 
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oblique shaft and almost horizontal tail can be clearly seen. The second sign is more difficult to identify: First, it is 
almost stuck to the next sign, and second, surface erosion has partly erased it. What can however be clearly seen 
are converging sides of a V-shaped sign, mrhich do not meet. They strongly suggest a reading Sin. This reading is 
made even rnore likely because of a faint oblique line parallel to the left stroke of V. The third sign is most certainly 
metn m-ith a shaft tilted to the right and a head consisting of three parallel vertical strokes. The fourth sign, though 
partly damaged is most probably nun. The fact that an accidental stroke crosses the head of the sign may at first in- 
duce a mrrong identification of the sign as mem. The first sign of the second line is also badly presemed. A careful 
obsen-ation showed that rhe traces could be those of ,yod. The sign is rotated to the left to an alinost horizontal po- 
sition with a short tail cuwing upmards. The second sign of the second line is also difficult Only two incised obli- 
que lines, one rnuch shorter than the other, whlch converge l ~ u t  do not jorr~. can be seen. They may be either acci- 
dental or they may belong to lanzed. The first alternative seems nlore plausible since bot11 strokes are higher than 
the sign yod. The suggested reading is thus: 
lSnzlz 
yiIl? 
([(Belonging) to Smnyl? The personal name is built with the divine name Eshnlun, a major Phoenician deity 
and city god of Sidon. It is written here without the prosthetic aleph as attested also on stele 8. If the inscription do- 
es stop aftes yod we would be in the presence of a hypocoristic name Smnysirnilar to b'ly on stele 6, which is well 
attested in Phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 94). But if the unclear strokes follon-ing yodare to be re- 
ad as lamed the second element of the narne n-ould read. jd?This element is very difficult to interpret first and fo- 
remost because the reading of the sign is highly questionable. It inay be either a third masculine singular form of a 
weak verbal root or a noun, the identification of both of which escaDes us 
Concerning the date of the inscription, the only solid clue is the horizontal forrn of yod, n-hich finds a close 
parallel in the Ipsamboul inscription and suggests a date in the late 7"' or 6"' c. B.C. (Peckham 1968: 107). 
Stele 26 (Fig. 33) 
This stele is cut in a badly cemented beach rock and its front side is only very roughly smoothed. Clandestine dig- 
gers cut the heavy stone frorn all sides reclucing it to the rectangle on m-hich the synzbol was canred. On the upper 
and lower part of the stone oblique strokes left by cutting tools can still be seen. 
The symbol engraved on this stele is quite interesting. It is in fact a combination of severa1 motifs: it consists 
of an 18 x 17cm deeply cut cross. In each of the four quadrants hence delimited, there is a symbol: In the upper 
two, there is a circular motif. 6 em in diameter, and in the lon-es tn-o, a 13 c n ~  long afzkln sign. Tlze cross rnotif is 
found on other stelae; inore especially stele 33, m-here it was incised on the head of a human figure, and sorne of 
the recently published Akhziv stelae (Cross 2002: No 2) .  Cross, ankh and disc sylnbols are attested separately on 
other stelae but the combination of all three appears on stele 26 for the first time. 
Stele 27 (Fig. 34) 
The stele was cut in a n-ell-compacted beach rock. Only its upper part and sides n-ere roughly smoothed while its 
back -s-as left untouched. Its thickness was reduced in its lower part causing a concave depression on the front si- 
de. The sides ase also vel7 irregular. It is difficult to decide whether these irregularities on the front and sides of the 
stele were'made in antiquity or by modern looters. Since the stone was not sawn like most of the others. it seems 
more likely that the thinning of its lower part occurred in the past in order to provide the stele m-ith a sort of '~foot~~ 
to plant it in the ground. This would explain the fact that the stone is rnore regular in its upper part, a-hich was to 
be seen and so coarsely cut in the lower part, which was huried. 
On the upper front side of the stele, a 22 cm long symbol is canred. It consists. like the one on stele 25; of a 
combination of different symbols: a cross, made of two unequally long perpendicular lines, a Crescent rnoon, and 
a disc. The vertical line is cut at a height of 14 cm from its bottoin by the horizontal one, and by a seini-circular, de- 
eply cut, incision. 11 em in diameter, with a circle carved in its middle. Above the seini-circular motif. the perpen- 
dicular line, slightly shifted to rhe right. continues ca 7 cm to reach the upper edge of the stone. Here again. the in- 
dividual symbols are attested on other stelae but this motif combination appears on stele 27 for the first time. 
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Fig. 33. Stele 26 Cross, circles, and ankh motifs. 
Fig. 34. Stele 27 Cross, Crescent moon, and disc. 
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Fig. 35. Stele 28 Pyramidal stone with cross and U-shaped symbol. 
Stele 28 (Fig. 35) 
This stele is cut in a well-cemented beach rock. It is very carefully dressed and smoothed and its shape is quite ex- 
ceptional: it consists of a 32 cm high pyramidal stone resting on a 22 x 22 cm square basis: both cut in a monolit- 
hic block. The slanting front sicle of the pyramidal stone has in the center of its upper edge a semi-cplindrical or 
rounded protuberance, 4 cm in diameter. 
Pyrainidal stones ase attested in Phoenicia as early as the Micldle Bronze Age. In Byblos n-here they appear 
in the Obelisk temple. they represent lion-ever cultic stones and not funerary stelae (Wagner 1980: 112). In Late Iron 
Age Phoenicia however pyramidal monuments like the Anirit lneghazils ase typical funerary monuments, which 
were borron;ed from Egyptian funerary architecture (Wagner 1980: 169 ff). The pyramidal stele 28 is a modest imi- 
tation of these impressive monurnents. 
In the center of the stele. ase tn-o perpendicular lines of unequal length (28 x 8 cnl). The engraved symbol i 
has the shape of a long cross with a rouncled. 5 cm long U-shaped niotif in its middle. A U-shaped symbol, which 
is not quite similar, is found on a Carthaginian stele where it was interpreted as a to01 (Brom-n 1986: Fig. 46, g). (For 
the intefpretation of this syinbol, see Chapter 111). The long vertical line of the cross is interrupted by the U-shaped 
symbol. Two centimeters separate the latter fi-om the 8 em long crossbar. This line is joined at a riglit angle by the 
upper part (7 em) of the vertical crossline. 
Stele 29 (Fig. 36) 
This stele is cut in a poorly cemented beach rock. It is intact but heavily eroded. Only the front and sides were 
roughly hewn and the surface of the stone is very irregular. Traces of the cutting tools are visible on the front and 
sides while the back was left untouched. 
Starting from the upper edge of the stone, a deeply and irregularly cut U-shaped symbol was engraved on 
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Fig. 36. Stele 29 U-shaped motif 
the upper part of the stele. The groove of this 18 cm-aride motif has produced a 9,5 x 7 cm rectangular protube- 
rance in its middle. 
Below the symbol are two circular depressions: they most probably resulted from the weathering of the sto- 
ne. But if one compares them with that found on stele 36, they may be interpreted as remnants of an obliterated 
symbol. The overall impression of this stele is one of poor and hasty workmanship. 
Stele 30 (Fig. 37) 
This rectangular stele was cut in a poorly cemented beach rock. It is very coarsely dressed and its face and sides 
are very irregular. The lower part of the stone was left almost untouched and it is wider than the roughly smoothed 
upper part. The stele is very heavily eroded and the signs of the two-line inscription are barely visible. They are of 
medium size, coarsely written, and partly erased. 
The inscription starts immediately below the upper edge of the stone. The first letter is clearly aleph: it has a 
rounded head and a vertical cross line: it finds its closest parallel in the 8'h c. B.C. Karatepe inscription (Peckham 
1968: 10j). The second sign, mem, is larger than the others. It has a very long and slightly rounded shaft and a he- 
ad made of three short, vertical strokes. It can also be dated to the 81h c. B.C. Of the third sign only the long verti- 
cal shaft is clearly visible. Although the shaft is too vertical for a taw, which is usually slightly rotated, this reading 
seems to be the most plausible: a faint horizontal short line crossing the shaft at a right angle can be seen. There 
are no other visible traces of lines near the top of the vertical shaft to allow another suggestion. 
The first sign of the second line is clearly samekh with a vertical shaft cutting three horizontal and parallel 
strokes of decreasing length, a form characteristic of the 8Ih c. and very similar to samekh of stele 23. The second 
sign of the second line is clearly pe with a short oblique stroke for the head joining the vertical shaft at a narrow an- 
gle. A reading gimmel cannot however be ruled out. The last sign is resh with a rather short vertical shaft and a 
Fig. 37. Stele 30 'nztspr. 
rounded head, again very similar to that of rhe Karatepe inscription. The palaeography suggests a date in the Bth c. 
B.C. for this stele. 
The name of the deceased is 'nzt spr. Both components of rhe personal name are very well known: 'nzt is a 
constnlct form of 'inh, slave. and sprmeans ~~scribeb) (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965: 16 and 196). The personal name me- 
ans: ['Slave of the Scribe>j. This is somehow unusual for a personal name since names built n-ith 'mh are usually fo- 
lloa-ed by a divine narne and the person is slave of Baal. Eshm~ln or any other deity. The problem here is that the 
second component is a sinlple noun. There is, on rhe one hand. no evidence in Phoenician that the epithet or title 
ascribe)~ is attached to a specific deity and might replace it as a theophorous element in personal names. and on the 
other. no personal narnes with the element sptaare attested so far in Phoenician and Punic onomastics. A less likely 
alternative rnay be to interpret 'nzt spr as rhe title or profession of the deceased. The absence of the article is gram- 
matically correct since 'mtspr is used here as an appellative or as a title (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: 150). If this alterna- 
tive is accepted and the inscription refers to rhe slave of the scribe, the low social status of the deceased mrould ac- 
count for the very coarse and poor workmanship of the stele. 
I.4.d, TYRE Stelae in the Hecht Museum Collection 
Stele 31 (H-3017) (Fig. 38) 
Clandestine diggers left this stele intact. The photograph shows traces of the cutting tools on the front and small 
breaks on the right side of the stele. Like the inscription of stele 13, the first three letters are much larger than the 
rest. The irregularity of the signs was noted by Lemaire (2001: 8) who read the inscription nzh y bn ysp bn 'my$, 
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Fig 38. Stele 31 lnh y bn ysp bn 'my5 
<'Maharay, son of Yasop, son of Immiahlb, and dated it to the second half of the 71h c. B.C. It is interesting to note that 
both the name of the father and of the grandfather are given which is exceptional in this type of funerary inscrip- 
tions. The names ysp and 'my'h appear on stele 23 and were dealt with there. As for the name mh y, it is a hypo- 
coristic meaning elsoldier/servant of (DN))' (Lemaire 2001: 9). 
The three-line inscription was read by Lemaire (2001: 10) m ~ b t  mlk bn 'Stfig, (~Stele of Milk, son of 'Ashtartga>l. He 
interpreted the first name as a hypocoristic meaning ~((god) is king and the second as an abbreviation of 'StrtgLdl, 
Ashtart is (goddess of) Fortune'l. There is however an alternative interpretation for the first personal name: since 
Milk is known to be the divinized king. i-e a deity, it could be a hypocoristic of a name similar to those of Yehu- 
milk and Yehimilk, kings of Byblos. 
Lemaire dated the stele to ca 700 B.C. It is to be noted that this is so far the only Phoenician stele of pre-He- 
llenistic date from Lebanon that starts with the word mjbt, stele. All other inscriptions mention the name of the de- 
ceased only. Two symbols are depicted: one above the inscription and one below it. On top is a small Crescent mo- 
on facing upwards, a symbol, which is usually not attested alone on Phoenician stelae. Below the inscription is an 
ankh sign with an inverted V base. Inside the circular head of the ankh, there is a vertical line ending in a circle 
with four vertical strokes on its head. Lemaire (2001: 9) vaguely interpreted it as .a kind of f loa~er~~.  This symbol cle- 
arly represents a pomegranate, a fruit often used on Phoenician and Punic monuments (see Chapter I11 under III.2.e 
for parallels and interpretation) 
Fig. 39. Stele 32 wl~bt  mlk h?z 'St?Tg. 
Stele 33 (H-3008) (Fig. 40) 
The stele is highly eroded and very roughly stnoothed. It has a rounded top and its back and bottom have been 
sawn leaving only the inscription, which was read by Lemaire (2001: 12-13) as grFmn, client of (the god) Eshmun>b. 
It was dated on palaeographic grounds to the late 8'" or early 71h c. B.C. 
Fig. 40 Stele 33 g r ' h n  
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Stele 34 (H-3005) (Fig. 41) 
This stele was sawn by clandestine diggers who left only the inscription which was read by Lemaire 'mtmskr, &he- 
servant of Maskir., the latter meaning cldivine herald. (2001: 13 and additional bibliography; for Maskir see Chapter 
11). Lemaire dated it to rhe late or early 7 I h  c. B.C. 
Fig. 41. Stele 34 'mtmskr. 
Stele 35 (H-3011) (Fig. 42) 
The stele was also sawn and only the part bearing the syrnbol and the inscription was left. The deeply cut U-sha- 
ped symbol is well attested in Tyrian iconography (see stele 28 and 29 and Chapter 111.2.~). Above the symbol, the- 
re is a three-letter inscription, which was read by Lemaire (2001: 13-14) hrb, ~(the Master)), a personal name attested 
in Punic onomastics. The stele was dated on palaeographic grounds to the Th c. B.C. 
1 
Fig 42 Stele 35 hrb 
Stele 36 (H-3013) (Fig. 43) 
This stele is cut in compacted sandstone. it aras also sawn at the back and bottom leaving only the part where four 
letters were deeply cut. They read l'mn. Lemaire (2001: 14) interprets l'nzn as a personal name built with the pre- 
position latned and the divine name Arnon and meaning '<(Belonging) to (the god) Amon)'. There remains of cour- 
se the alternative to consider lawzed a preposition p~eceding the name of the deceased, as is often the case on the 
Phoenician stelae. In this case the personal narne Amon n-ould be a hypocoristic name mithout suffix as often at- 
tested in Phoenician and Punic onomastics (Benz 1972: 232-233). The inscription is dated to ca 700 B.C. 
Fig. 43. Stele 36 1 n ~ í z  
Stele 37 (H-3015) (Fig. 44) 
This pyramidal stone was also sawn length- and widthwise leaving only the part with the inscription. Lemaire (2001: 
15) dated it to the late 7'" c. B.C. and read it trn"1: g'Tamm8 (son of?) El?)' 
The first four letters of the inscription are deeply incised and clearly visible. The regular distance between 
the letters as n-ell as the fact that they are all very clear casts some doubt about the possible existence of a fifth sign 
of which no traces can be seen. Irregularities due to the erosion of the stone might account for Lemaire's sugges- 
tion but his reading larned remains highly hypothetical. 
Concerning the meaning of the personal name. Lemaire obviously assumes, in spite of the ornission of the 
word bn, the existence of tn-o personal names. both hypocoristica: the first, tnz; means '' (god) is perfect2' and the 
second, '1 means <god (is or does) sornething'). 
Another alternative may be suggested: Since a reading lanzed is not convincing. the name of the deceased 
could be read t?n ". There exists in Phoenician and Punic a noun tnz'which is a title or profession meaning chief, 
commander, rulen' Uean and Hoftijzer 1965: 329). The personal name t~?z "may t l ~ ~ i s  be interpreted as a hypocoris- 
tic meaning '<DN is rulen). It may also mean ('(DN) is Perfection'l because tnz ' <<perfection'> is also attested Uean and 
Hoftiizer 1965: 329). 
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Fig. 44. Stele 37 tm1Y1?l 
This stele belongs to the group of sawn stones. Only inscription and symbol were left. The inscription was read by 
Lemaire (2001: 16) Igrt: ~(Belonging) to Gerat&, interpreted as hypocoristic female personal name meaning (client 
of (DN))]. It was dated to ca 700 B.C. The cross symbol below- the inscription is well attested on the Tyrian stelae 
(26, 27, 28 and 46) as well as on a stele from Akhziv (Cross 2002: No 2). 
Fig. 45. Stele 38 lgrt'. 
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Stele 39 (H-3010) (Fig. 46) 
This stele had originally a T-shape but was cut by clandestine diggers. Its inscription was read by Lemaire (2001: 
17-18) Sb't bt 'zb'l, .Shebait daughter of 'Azbaal.. SbY means ~~abundance~~ and is attested on stele 13. Her father's na- 
me, 'zb'l, is very well attested in Phoenician onomastics. It means [~(The god) Baal is (my) strengthl). The inscription 
dates the stele to ca 600 B.C. 
Fig 46. Stele 39 Sb't bt 'zbl 
Stele 40 (H-3009) (Fig. 47) 
This stele was sawn and the part that was left bears an inscription which was read by Lemaire (2001: 18) lmlk' bt 
pdn, ~~(Belonging) to Milki? daughter of PadBn)). Lemaire interpreted mlk'as a female hypocoristic meaning [[(DN) is 
king. mlk' could be also interpreted as a hypocoristic built with the divine name Milk, which is widely attested in 
Phoenician theophorous names (Benz 1972: 344-3451, pdn is a hypocoristic and means (~(the god) has redeemedl). 
The palaeography of the inscription dates the stele to ca 600 B.C. 
Fig. 47. Stele 40 lmlk'btpdn. 
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~ t e l e  41 (H-3007) (Fig. 48) 
This stele, which is highly weathered, was also sawn. Its inscription was read by Lemaire (2001: 19-20) lklbt bt 'bskn: 
,(~elonging) to Kalbat daughter of 'Absakkon)), klbt means lcshe-doglservant (of the god) and 'bskn is a variant of 
'bdskn ('servant of (the god) skm, a Phoenician god whose name, according to Lipinski (1995: 176) means betyl (see 
Chapter 11). The inscription was approximately dated to the late 7th c. B.C. 
Fig. 48. Stele 41 lklbt bt 'bskn. 
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Stele 42 (H-3006) (Fig. 49) 
This stele was also sawn. Its inscription was read by Lemaire (2001: 21) 'S tr t  'sp meaning (~Ashtart has assembled)]. It 
was dated to the end of the 7'h c. B.C. Below the inscription is a symbol representing a pseudeankh sign with an 
inverted V-shaped base also found on other Tyrian stelae 
Fig. 49. Stele 42 'Strt 'sp 
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I.4.d4 TYRE Stelae from the 1997 excavations of the Tyre al-Bass cemetery 
Stele 43 (Fig. 50) 
Slightly trapezoidal stele cut in compact beach-rock. Its front side is smoothed while its back is roughly hammered. 
8 cm below the upper, and 10 cm away from the lateral edges is an 18 cm long and 13 cm deep square niche. The 
figurine or offering, which was probably placed there, was not preserved. Another stele bearing a similar motive. 
stele 7 ,  was also found in Tyre. 
As already mentioned, stelae with a naos ase attested in Byblos as early as the beginning of the second mi- 
llennium B.C. and are also widespread in the western Phoenician colonies. 
Stele 44 (Fig. 53) 
Slightly trapezoidal in shape, this stele is cut in granulated beach-rock. Its front side has been smoothed while its 
backside has been only very roughly hammered. Two superimposed symbols fill the front surface: on top, a human 
head and, below, a pseudeankh sign, attested on other stelae (See Chapter 111). 
The head consists of an almost perfect circle 10 cm in diameter incised in the stone. In the center of the cir- 
cle, two vertical. parallel. 6 cm long lines form the nose. They are linked together at their lower end by a deeply 
cut horizontal line (6 cm long x 3 cm wide) representing the mouth. Two 4 cm long, slightly oval holes, placed sym- 
metrically on both sides of the nose lines, represent the eyes. A second smaller circle, 9 cm in diameter, cuts the 
first one below the mouth line and forms the head of a so-called pseud+ankh sign. The ankh head and the hori- 
zontal line are joined together by a 3 cm vertical incision, located on the right side of the circle. This short line is 
either accidental or may have been added later to correct the mistake made by the stonecutter who drew the circle 
too far from the line. 3 cm below the ankh head is a 17 cm long horizontal line resting on two vertical, parallel, 10 
cm long lines drawn from its middle. 
The human head onres its juvenile aspect to the round shape of the face as well as to the absence of hair and 
ears. The nayve and almost childish aspect of this representation has no parallel on the Phoenician stelae of the mot- 
herland. This is in fact not surprising since the Tyrian cemetery, with the exception of that of Akhziv where one 
Fig. 50. Stele 43 Naos. 
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such stele was found (Cross 2002: NO 61, is the first eastern Phoenician burial ground to have yielded stelae with 
human representations. One exception is the shrine model published by Bisi (1971) and dated to the Bth c. B.C. 
where a human figure, clearly representing a deity, is standing inside the shrine. Another example is the figurine of 
a goddess standing inside a shrine represented on a terracotta plaque from Helaliyye near Sidon (Gubel 1986: Fig. 
10). This is the reason why, in spite of the chronological gap, we have to turn to the stelae found in the western 
phoenician coionies for comparison. 
Tusa (1982: 105) has already noted the existence of a large number of stelae representing human figures 
from Sicily and Sardinia while in Carthage symbols prevail. The most striking parallels to stele I\;o 2 come from the 
area of Sassere in Sardinia. They are all very late and date to the Roman period, between the first century B.C. and 
the second century A.D. (Moscati 1995: 539). The majority of the human heads represented on these stelae, called 
' a  specchio'; consists of round faces incised exactly in the same way as the Tyrian example. Moscati's (1995: 534) 
description of the Sardinian stelae could easily apply to stele 44: 'i1 viso B circolai~e, spesso cost esattanzente da far 
pensare all'uso di uno stmmento sul tip0 del compasso.. . i1 naso 6 a bastoncello rettangola~*e, talora senzplificato in 
due tratti vel,ticali. Gli occhi sono realizzati abitualmente con duepunti incisi.. .la bocca 6 u n  breve tratto o?.izzon- 
tale.. .'> The stelae production of this area, m-hich is characterized by the use of incision, is also said to be ((rozza) 
(Moscati 1995: 534). Another close parallel is in the Museum of Cagliari (Moscati-Uberti 1991b: P1.8) and represents 
a person with a juvenile face whose incised big and round head is in sharp disproportion with the body represen- 
ted as a small rectangle. 
Two further examples from Monte Sirai (Bondi 1972: PlsV, 10 and Pl. XXXIV, 73) present the same face fea- 
tures, which confer to the representation a very primitive aspect. 
Finally, stelae from Uras in Sardinia also provide good parallels (Bondi 1972: Pls. LVI and LVII and more re- 
cently Moscati-Uberti 1991a: 23-26). Garbini has noted the ~~livello generalmente basso-notevolmente basso- del ar- 
tegiano> (1964: 66) and Bondi (1972: 74-75), pointed out the crude character of the Monte Sirai stelae, a characte- 
ristic that can also be applied to the Tyrian stelae. These parallels belong however to a completely different and 
local tradition, typical of Roman Sardinia. 
Concerning the aizkh sign. its particular feature are the two, instead of one, vertical lines below the hori- 
zontal one as is usually the case on Phoenician stelae (Delavault-Lemaire 1979: 111, 5; Cross 2002: No 4; stelae 6, 26, 
42) and on seals and scarabs from roughly the same period (Bordreuil 1986: Nos 1, 6,17, 18, 65. 86, 94). The same 
pseudeaizkh shape is however largely attested on Phoenician weights from the antiquities market, which are said 
to come from the Syro-Lebanese coast (Elayi, A. and Elayi, J. 1997: Kos 165, 166! 168, 296, 287. 291, 298, 309, 311, 
315, 316, 338, 346, 368, 437). The same feature is also attested on a clay figurine from Aya Irini dated to the sixth 
Fig. 51. Parallels to Stele 44 in the Museum of Cagliari (Moscati-Uberti 1991 b) and Monte Sirai (Bondi 1972). 
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Fig. 52. A parallel to the ankh sign on srele 44 from Aya Irini (Beers 1991). 
Fig. 53. Stele 44 Human figure and pseudeankh sign 
centur$ B.C. where it was interpreted as rhe hieroglyphic sign s3, meaning protection:))Il (i-e the male figurejporte 
u n  objet dans la main gauche, gétzéralement décrit comnze le sytnbole égyptien de la vie, l'ankh. Mais ce n'estpas 
vraiment l'ankh, car la tige verticale est fourchue u la base. IZ tzous a &té suggéré qu'il s'agirait d'un noeud d'lsis mais 
la forme de I'objet en questiotz n'estpas rzonplz~s colzfornze u ce synzbole. Elle ressembleplus au sigxepoflépar la dé- 
esse égyptienne Toé?is.. La sigtzification de ce synzbole est celle deprotectiom (Beers 1991: 358 and fig.1). According 
to Wilkinson (1992: 177), the ends of the ankh in Egypt are separated in some archaic examples. 
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Fig. 54. Parallels to stele 45: a stele fsom Carrhage (Bisi 1967: Fig. 29) and a mask from Bou Minjel (Parrot, Chéhab, Moscati 
1975: Fig. 180). 
Stele 45 (Fig. 55) 
This stele was cut in hard and compacted beach-rock. Its lower part was thinned in order to provide it with a 10 cm 
high foot, which was buried in the ground when the stele was erected. In the middle of the stone there is a first 
symbol consisting of an isosceles triangle with a 13 cm long base and two sides, n-hich have been prolonged be- 
yond their intersection point. A 17 cm line tangent to the triangle summit was incised at an equal distance (17 cm) 
from both the upper and lon-er edge of the stele. A second identical, though smaller (base 8 cin and tangent line 
11 cm long) motive. n-ith an axis slightly deviated to the left. R-as added below the first one. It seems that originally 
only the first motive was planned because it is clearly centerecl. On the other hand, it is large enough to fill the cen- 
tral part of the stele. The deviation anc1 the smaller size of the second triangle support this vien-. 
Fig. 55. Stele 45 Isoceles triangles. 
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It is interesting to note that Ernest Renan (1864: 647ff.; 662, 691) had already found similar, though slightly 
different signs canied at the entrance of funerary caves in various localities around Tyre (for an interpretation of the 
symbol, see Chapter III.2.e). According to Renan (1864: 662), this sign in Phoenicia is characteristic of the land of 
Tyre. Sarepta has also yielded the same rnotif (Pritchard 1988: Fig. 9: 2, dated to the LBA). 
Similar symbols are also attested in Sardinia anc1 Carthage though nrithout the tangent line. Close parallels 
are found on the sacred rock of the tophetof Sulcis (Barreca 1986: 174. fig. 141) and on grotesque masks from Cart- 
hage. One example dated to the seventh-sixth century B.C. was found in the necropolis of Bou Minjel: it bears on 
the forehead and the skull a series of rectangles n-ithin which ase iiltersecting diagonals. which form isosceles trian- 
gles (Parrot, Chehab. Moscati 1975: 172, fig. 180). 
Another terracotta mask has also on the sarne area, a series of the same symhol. (Moscati 1984: 171). On a 
stele from Carthage, there is a Tanit sign the lower part of n-hich consists of tn-o similar triangles sepresented side 
by side (Bisi 1967: Fig. 29). The same symbol also appears on another Carthaginiail stele engraved on an altar 
(Brom-n 1986: 530). The same symbol was also found on two jars. one frorn Carthage and one from Pithecusa, in 
the shrines of Malta 2nd Gozo (Garhini 1980: 179 and l83ff. and notes 20 to 241, as n-ell as on a Phoenician seal 
(Galling 1941: 186. No 93 and Pl. 7, 93). It is also widely attested in profane contexts in Syria-Palestine where, ac- 
cording to Garbini (1980: 183). it repsesents a weighing measure. 
The element that all the above-mentioned parallels lack is hom-ever the horizontal line. n-hich appears so far 
only on the symbol of stele 45. 
Stele 46 (Fig. 56) 
Cut in sandy, granulated beach-rock, this L-shaped stele is largely eroded and in a bad state of presenration. It re- 
presents a person whose head only was sculpted in a three-dimensional way while the rest of the body seems to 
be in a seated position, an impression created obviously by the L-shape of the stele. The 15 cm long and 19 cm wi- 
de (maximal a-idth) vertical part of the body fornls a more or less regular trapezium and still presen7es the traces of 
the cutting tools. These give at first sight the impression that the hody is wrapped n-ith bands of cloth. In fact. a ca- 
reful obsen-ation of the stele shon-s that the two oblique traces of a chisel on tlle chest could represent the bent left 
arm of the person. 
Fig. 56. Stele 46. L-shaped stele n-ith llull~an face. (a) Front vien-. (b) side view and (c) section 
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The horizontal part of the body, 17 cm of tnaximl length and 12 cm of maximal width, is very cn~dely and 
irregularly cut. Its lower part has in its middle a 13 e111 long and 5 cm deep cavity as well as a 10 cm wide protu- 
tlerance at thc l~lack, which served as a f ~ o t  and was probably buried in the groclnd when the stele was erected. On 
the left side of the stele, irregular strokes wcre cut in the stone. 
The 18 em long 2nd 17 cm wide head was also shapetl in a very cnlde way. The triangular face lacks a fo- 
r&& and consists of a large nose ancl lwo eyebrow riclges. IJnder these latter, on 11otll sides of the nose, two 
cavities occupy thc rest of the face. The latter's lower part including the mouth is I~roken. l'he neck-less he- 
ad rests directly on thc vertical part of the I~ody. 
In the West, m:~inly in Sicily, stclae are attested, which consist of a flead cut in a three-dirucnsional form whi- 
le tllc body consists of the shapelcss stone (Moscali 1995: 1'1. 84-87). Tlle face of stele 46 has striking parallels in 
sardini;i, more specifically in Suicis (Moscali 1985a: 1'1s. 29-31) and Monte Sirai (Carllini 1964: PI. 46). 
Stele 47 (Figs 57 and 58) 
,rhib stele was found in the baulk, which separated locus O and locus 1. it was associated with a number of stones, 
one of which bclonged to a broken stele. The re~r~aining stones are shapeless and it is very difficult to determine 
tl~eir original shape and function. 
Stele 47 was cut in beach-rock with a very grainy texture. Only the lleacl was preserved. 
The male kice, though slightly tnore elaborate than thc previous example, presents the same general cha- 
racteristics. The prorninent features are the stylized nose and thc two eyehrow ridges, which surround it on both 
sides. 'l'he slightly open lrloc~th ancl the llase of the nose overlap and the ncck-less head rests tlirectly on the stone. 
Homever, it differs frotn slele 46 in llie following features: the triangular shape of [he face is more acccntuated, the 
ears arc represented (the riglit ear is damaged) and a 4 cln narrow foreheacl is represented above the eyebrow rid- 
ges. At the top of the forchcad an incision m~rks the Ixginning o f  a 2 crn-high edge, slightly leaning I,ackwards, 
whicll ruigllt represent either thc hair or a headtlress. 7'he sarne features are also found on heads represented on a 
stelc hom Selinunte (Moscati 1975: Pl. 87, 1). 'l'he face is comparable to that of the deity represented inside the sto- 
ne shrine model from Lebanon (Seyrig 1966: VIII). 
Fig. 57. Steie 47 in situ. 
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The top of the skull has the shape of an equilateral triangle of 13 cm long sides. Two of them join at rhe back 
of the head to form a poney rail, a sort of 9 cm long and 4 em wide cylindrical braid, on both sides of which are 
two cavities. On top of the skull is a 9 cm long and 8 cm wide incised cross. 
All the above features confer to the face a realistic character as well as a lively expression, which are lacking 
in stele 46. A close parallel (Fig. j9) is the male head discovered in tomb No 1 in Monte Sirai (Garbini 1964: Pl. 47) 
and displayed in the Museum of Cagliari. This sixth-fifth centu1-y B.C. head, to which Garbini attributed an apotro- 
paic function (1964: 94-9 5). has the same characteristics as ours: triangular face, cavities under the eyes, stylized no- 
se, no neck, incised mouth.. . 
It is interesting to note in this context an infor~nation recorded by Denyse Le Lasseur (1922: 122) upon her 
visit to the site of Mahalib, a city belonging to the territot)- of Tyre: ALL ~zot,d-est, lliIr Bourgol ~zous nzontre m e  sculp- 
ture t ~ S s  g1~ossi61~e qui semit z11ze t6te hu?naifze (7); elle suf-nzolzte urze entrée de grotte dans laqt~elle on n trouué, pa- 
~,az^t-il. ufz sal-cophage de plomb. 
Fig. 58. Stele 47 Human head: face (a), section (b), top (c), back (d) 
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Fig. 59. A parallel to stele 47 from Monte Sirai (Garbini 1964, Studi Semitici 11). 
Stele 48 (Fig. 60) 
This broken stele was cut in badly compacted beach-rock and the surviving fragment belongs to the upper part 
of a monument, which seelns to be an aedicula. On top of the flat cornice are four triangular protuberances pro- 
bably representing umei. Three of them (from left to right: 6 cm x 7 em. 6 cm x 4 cm, 6 cin x 4 cm) are intact. 
The sanie type of cornice surinounted by triangular protuberances is attested on the ediculae froin Uras (Bondi 
1972: Pl. j6-57). Below the cornice, in the ~niddle of the cavity forming the niche stands a 6 cm wide and 8 cm 
long pillar fragment, probahly a be@. Small shrines of this type with rectangular betyls inside ase widely attested 
in the Phoenician and Punic world rnainly North Africa (Bisi 1967: P1.XXII. 1-21, Sicily (Bisi 1967: XXXVIII. 2) and 
Sardinia (Bisi 1967: Pl.XLIX, 1). This motif becomes extremely widespread during the Persian period (see below 
stele 54). 
Fig. 60. Stele 48 Fragment of shrine with uraei and betyl. 
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Stele 49 (Fig. 61) 
This rectangular stele is irregular and heavily eroded. It mjas roughly dressed into a rectangular shape. No symbol 
has been presenred. However, two shallow cavities can be seen on the obverse: a circular one, 8 cm in diameter 
and, below, an almost oval one! 12 cm long and 8 cm wide. These rnight be remnants of symbols, which have di- 
sappeared or which were left unfinished. In any case. the stone was clearly dressed and prepared to be a funerary 
stele. As previously mentioned, blank stelae are attested: examples from Motya (Moscati-Uberti 1981: Pl. 1 and 2), 
Hama and Sukas (Bonatz 2000: 156) provide good parallels. 
Fig. 61. Stele 49 Blank stele with no symbol and no inscription. 
Stele 50 (Fig. 62) 
This stele was found during the 1997 excavations in area VI, which had been opened by the Department of Anti- 
quities representative, but which was then left unexcavated (Aubet 2004: 16). It nras removed from site and taken 
to the Department of Antiquities storage in Tyre after having been recorded and photographed. When the exca- 
vators came to process the material and dran~ the finds, no trace of this fragment was found. In spite of thorough 
and systematic search, the stele fragment could not be found and the only available document is the photograph. 
Fig. 62. 
The fragment is a circular stone ca 20 cm in diameter. which obviously belonged to a larger monument. The: 
stele n7as broken in antiquity and traces of the break ase clearly visible under the face. The stele represents a hu-. 
man face very similar to that depicted on stele 43: it is an almost perfect circle m-ith holes for the eyes and the: 
mouth, which emphasizes the nai've and the 'lbaby face'>-like impression. The head is flat and only the face x a 5  
sculpted. On the left, there is a serni-circular protuberance, which represents the ear, a feature that is absent on the 
face of stele 43. A striking parallel is the figure from a Punic tomb in Lilibeum (Tusa 1982: Pl. XIVe). 
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Fig. 62. Stele 50 Broken stele n-ith hurnan face 
Fig. 63. A parallel to Stele 50 froln Motya (Tusa: Madrider Beztrage 8, 14e). 
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Fig. 64. Stele i 1  (a) frontside with inscription 'bdp'nz, (b) drawing, (c) back side. 
I.4.d5 TYRE Stelae from the 2002 excavations in the cemetery of Tyre a.1-Bass 
Stele 51 (Fig. 64) 
This long rectangular stele a-as found during the 2002 excavations, which were undertaken by the University of 
Pompeu Fabra-Barcelona on the site of the Phoenician cemetery at al-Bass in Tyre. The stele aras found equally dis- 
tant to two 8"' c. B.C. cinerary urns. Nos 68 and 69 .  It was found lping on its inscribed face. This archaeological con- 
text thus suggests a date in the 8'" c. B.C. for the stele. 
This is the only inscribed Tyrian stele. m-hich was found during regular excavations. The inscription con- 
sists in eleven vel7 m-ell presemed Phoenician signs arranged in four lines. The first line starts 7 cm belon- the up- 
per edge of the stone. The signs are of a mediurn size ranging betn:een 5 and 9.5 em. The inscription consists as 
usual of the narne of the deceased in the memory of whorn the stele was erected followed by that of his father. It 
reads: 
'bd 
p 'nz 
bn 'n 
The personal name 'bdp'm, as well as other theophorous names built with the divine element p'nz, is attes- 
ted in Phoenician onomastics (Benz 1972: 393) and it means [gsenrant of (the god) p 'm .  This deity was worshipped 
in the Phoenician motherland as attested by the Phoenician graffiti mrritten in Greek, n-hich were found in Wasta. 
near Sidon (Milik 1954: 3-12). Lipinski (1995: 215ff) interprets the divine name as both <~foot>> and <<phallus>> and he 
associates the god with fertility cults in general and with sacred prostitution in particular (see also II.2.b). '~z' is a hy- 
pocoristic meaning either ['DN has ansn,eredl' from the root '123'to ansmrer or ~Eye of D h  with a defective m-riting of 
>n eye (Benz 1972: 381). A third possibility (Benz 1972: 380) is to interpret '71 as the masculine counterpart of Anat. 
4. The information concerning the archaeological context of stele 50 and 5lm.a~ communicated to me by Maria Eugenia Aubet. director 
of the Tyre el-Bass excavations. 
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Since this divine name is clearly attested in Ugarit. '~z'might be a hypocoristic name built with the divine name An. 
The absence of the preposition lamed is finally to be noted. 
The evidence from the palaeography does not contradict the archaeological evidence and a date toarards the 
end of the 8"' c. can be suggested on the basis of the shape of the signs. However, the only letter characteristic 
enough to provide a close dating of the stele is menz with its oblique mlay head and its vertical shaft, a form a7hich 
finds its closest parallels in the Kilamuwa and Linlassol inscriptions, both dated to the 8'" c. B.C. (Friedrich-Kollig 
1970: Tal~le 1). Pe has an angular head and a ver); long (9.5 cm) and cunring tail, hut it does not provide a decisive 
clue for the dating of the inscription. The other letters, betb, daleth, and nun, which are attested in this form in the 
gn but also in the 7"' c. B.C., do not significantly contribute to the dating of the stele. 
stele 52 (Fig. 65) 
This stele was found directly associated with cinerasy urn No. 61. which is dated to the middle of the Yh c. B.C. It 
R-as found in situ, in a vertical position, with the upper edge of the stone broken. This suggests that the stele may 
have fallen in antiquity and rnay have been eventually re-erected since it is indeed difficult to assurne that it was 
originally used with a hroken upper edge. 
The symbol R-as carved 4 cm above rhe lower edge of the stone. It represents an Egyptian hieroglyphic sign 
read 1zj1.. meaning 'igood, perfecb (for parallels and interpretation see chapter III.2.d). The head is 8 cm in diameter 
and tlze vertical line is 8 cm long, which makes the overall l~eigl~t  of the sign 16 cm. The vertical line meets the 10,5 
cm long horizontal line in its middle, at a right angle. 
Fig. h i .  Stele j 2  n-ith hieroglyphic @sign. (a) Frontside original position. (b) frontside upside down. (c) section and drawing. 
1.4.e The Persian Period Stelae 
Stele 53 (Fig. 66) 
This fragment was bought in Sidon by Ernest Renan (1864: 366) and is today in the Louvre Museum. It represents 
a shrine the uppei- part of which is only preserved. It has a winged solar disc surmounted by a frieze of badly pre- 
served uraei on its architrave. According to Wagner (1980: Cat. No 63) the original height of this monument must 
have been 80 to 90 cm, by analogy with the complete examples available. He dates it between 450 and 350 B.C. 
Fig 66. Stele 53 Fragment from Sidon and sketch dran-ing. Lou~re A 0  4820 (Left Gubel 2002: No 74: right Wagner 1980: Pl. 5, 1). 
Stele 54 (Fig. 67) 
This stele, on display in the Beimt National Museum (No 2069), was found in the area of Burj esh-Shemali east of 
Tyre (Chéhab 1934: 44). which was used as a burial ground in the Iron Age and in the later classical periods. This 
stele m-as found in a necropolis located Test of the village. which secures its funeral7 character. Chéhab dated it to 
the 2"* C. B.C. while otllers (Bisi 1967: 40; Wagner 1980: Cat. Xo 62) suggested a Persian period date for this type of 
monument, rnore precisely the first half of the 5"' c. B.C. The stele represents an Egyptian ~zaiskos with tmro betyls 
insicle. 
Chéhab (1931: 44) describes it as follows:>> Le décor: . . replBerzte zwzeporte égyptisnlzte auec to~~se etgorge, su~*- 
?nontée d'une mlzgée de ~zezf uraeus vus cle,face, lcz tEteportant /e disque solaire. Au nzilieu de la golge. un  disque 
solaire estJlarzqué de deux umeus. Da~zs l'espace nzé?zag6pnr l'e~zcadre~ne~zt de lapo~fe ,  dez/euxpiliers hnzits de 45 cm 
et latxes de 10 cni reposent sur 1/12 socle de fol-me égyptielzne a gorge. to?-e etprofil écasé. Le baut de chaqzlepilier est 
décol-6 d'u~z globeflanqzeué d'uraeus azt-clessous de quatre lrlzleus cus de face etportant desglobes sur la tEte.. .>>. Bi- 
si (1971: Fig. 3) recognized poinegranates and not discs flanked by zíraei on top of the betyls. 
stele 55 (Fig. 68) 
This stele, which is today in the Louvre Museuin (A0 2060). was purchased in Sidon. It was first published by Ai- 
me-Giron (1934: 31-42) who carefully described it. There is no precise information concerning the circumstances 
and the place of its discovery but it is thought to come from Sidon (Gubel 2002: No 71). It is in fact very similar to 
the other stelae found in Sidon or its iminediate vicinity. It is cut in calcareous sandstone and its workmanship is 
said to be of low qquality. 
The stele is decorated on the front and sides. It represents an Egyptian naiskos resting on a base with a so- 
called Astarte throne inside. On the arcllitrave there is a frieze of uraei; belom7 it a winged sun-disc flanked by two 
uraei and, on the lintel, a row of alternating lotus flowers and buds. On botli sides of the shrine are palmettes. The 
lateral sides of the monument ase also decorated with the same scene representing a inale figure with a conical hat, 
holding a ram-headed scepter and a container, obviously priests offering libations. 
Soyez (1972: 156, note 4). Bisi (1971: 26), and Nunn (2000: 16) dated it to the Persian period while Wagner 
(1980: Cat. No 51) and Gubel (2002: No 71) dated this stele as well as stele 56 and j7 in the 9'"-8Ih c. B.C. 
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Fig 67 Stele 54 fiom Burj esh-Shemali and sketch drawlng (Lzba~z, l'ilutre Rzue, BISI 1971, Fig 3) 
Fig. 68. Stele jj Naiskos from Sidon. Louvre A 0  2060 (Gubel 2002: 71: Nunn 2000: Pl. 2: 8; Aimé-Giron 1934). (a) Lateral side, 
(b) frontside, (c) sketch dran-ing. 
Stele 56 (Fig. 69) 
This stele was cut in sandstone and according to Hamdy Bey (1892: 44-45), was offered by Durighello, a private co- 
llector, to the Imperial Museum of Istanbul. Mendel (1914; 242-244 NO 92), who published it, dated it to the first half 
of the jttl c. B.C. (Compare Wagner 1980: Cat. No 52). This monument is a replica of stele 55 with one difference: 
on the lateral sides, instead of libating priests, a winged Egyptian goddess, Isis or Nephtys, is represented holding 
an unidentified object and a~earing a sun-disc on her head. A cavity on the back of the throne indicates that most 
probably a betyl, now missing, a-as placed there. 
Fig. 69. Stele 56 ,\biskos frorn Sidon in the Istanbul Museum (Nunn 2000: P1.2: 7): (a) Frontside, (11) sketch draa-ing. (c) lateral side. 
Stele 57 (Fig. 70) 
This fragment of a funeral7 stele n-as probably found in Sidon and belonged to Durighello's private collection. In 
his publication of the monument. Dunand (1926: 126) does not mention the size and the circumstances of the dis- 
covery. The preserved upper part displays exactly the same decoration as stele 55. Dunand dated the monument 
vaguely before the third century B.C., because of the absence of any Greek influence. (For the date, compare Wag- 
ner 1980: Cat. No 53). 
Stele 58 (Fig. 71) 
This stele was cut in calcareous sandstone. It is in the Louvre Museum ( A 0  4904) and both its provenance and the 
way it was acquired are not documented. It appears in Ledrain's catalogue (1888: 54, No 114) but was not included 
by Wagner (1980) in his study. In the recent catalogue of Phoenician objects in the Louvre (Gubel 2002: 83. Fig. 72), 
it is listed as a Sidonian monument because of its similarity to other shrines frorn that city. The shrine is decorated 
exactly like stele 55 and 56. Its lateral sides homever do not carry any representation and a hole on the back of the 
throne indicates that a removable object, now missing. was fixed in it. The rectangular form of the hole suggests 
that the missing piece n-as a be$ 
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Fig. 70. Stele 57 Naiskos fragment from Sidon (Dunand 1926). Lateral (a) and frontside (bl. 
Fig 71 Stele j8 Na~skos from S~don L o u ~ r e  A 0  4904 (Gubel 2002 72). 
Stele 59 (Fig. 72) 
This stele fragment was cut in calcareous sandstone. It is part of the Louvre Museum collection (A0 4819). It was 
bought on the market and its provenance is unknown. Like stele 58, it is assumed to have come from Sidon. It was 
published for the first time in 2002 (Gubel 2002: 73). The presemed part shows a frieze of uraei on top of a win- 
ged sun-disc. Only the upper right corner of the shrine is still visible under the lintel. 
Fig 72 Stele 59 LVnzskos Fragment fiom 5ldon Lou~ reA 0  4819 (Gubel 2002 73) 
I.4:f Punic Funerary Stelae 
Stele 60 (Fig. 73) 
In the winter of 1990, clandestine diggers found a stone with a fous-line inscription in the locality of al-Ma'mura, 
southeast of Tyre. The stone was found in a tomb. next to the skull of a presenred skeleton. It n-as first published 
in Semitica (Sader 1993). 
The stone is a neatly cut, rectangular white limestone block, sliglztly darnaged on its lower edge. Severa1 minor 
breaks can be seen on the surface but they did not affect rhe inscription. n-hich is very n-ell presenred and perfectly 
readable. The stone surface had been nicely smoothed before the inscription m-as carved. The inscription reads: 
1. hlnnsb! zSpl b ~ z  hnb ' lbz  ml 
2. q7-*ls b ~ z  'zl,b'l h 
3. S P  b~ hn  ' hl-b b ~ z  
4. '2llzb.l hl-b 
g'This is rhe commetnorative stela of SP!, son of hnb'l, son of t~zlqrt&, son of 'zrb'l, the suffete, son of hn:  rhe 
rab, son of 'dnb '1, tlze rab .  
The inscription uses rhe tern1 ~ n t z ~ b t .  which is a iypical Punic form as opposed to Phoenician 17zsbt. The lat- 
ter appears on the 8'h/'7'h c. B.C. stele 27. 1711z~bt means -commernorative stele)' (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965: 164). Béni- 
chou-Safar (1982: 201-205) adds to this meaning that of 'monunlent'2:'j I1 l-észllte de cet e,m?Tzelz qzr 'e71 Plnénico-puni- 
que, msbt Ize s'nppliqz~epas de fa~o tz  ed~clusiz~e a des ste'les co~~z~nénzo~*atives nzais égalenzent 2 des colzstl-uctio7zs 
sinzples O M  co?nplew~esj' (2041. Teixidor (1986: 404) is more cautious in llis interpretaiion of this term in the Punic ins- 
cription of stele 54 (see belom.):>' Hors du colltexte a~m?xi?ologique i1 est d$?cile de ssacoii* qzlelle sol-te de nzo?zu~~zeizt 
indique le terme m7zsbt. A Atlne'nes, Kition , le tet"f~7e ilzdiq~ie Lrne stde conznzétnol-ntiz,e Cfir~lél-nil-e).. 
S is a relative pronoun indicating the belonging (Friedrich-Riillig 1970: $310. 2). $pf is a hypocoristic formed 
with the root e. '[to judge>) (Halff 1963-64: 143; Benz 1972: 423) and is n-idely attested in Punic. H~zb'l, '[Baal favo- 
red)> (Halff 1963-64: 77 and 112; Benz 1972: 313-3141, is also a typical Punic name. ?~zlq?-filj, '[Melqart savedl> (Halff 
1963-64:122: Benz 1972: 311: 347-3481 is another n-ell-attested name but the root (11s is knon-n in Punic only Uean- 
Hoftijzer 1965: 89). ,n.bcl, <cBaal ielped>~, is n-idely attested (Halff 1963-64: 134-135; Benz 1972: 375-376). His title is 
hip!, ccthe suffete)~ Uean-Hoftijzer 1965: 316.11). For an exhaustive study of this function in the Carthaginian state see 
Hufi (1985: 458ff.l and for the position of rhe suffete in Phoenicia see Teixidor (1979: 13ff.). (zfz'is a hypocoristic 
formed with the root (znn. <to favor>> and is n;idespread in Punic (Halff 1963-64: 11. 1-112; Benz 1972: 313-314). Rb 
is a title or function Uean-Hoftijzer 1965: 271) well attested in Carrhage. It n-as studied by Hul5 (1979: 217ff.) who 
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Fig. 73. Stele 60 hn hnb'l and,fi-Ec-sivzile of rhe inscription. 
suggests that rhe ?,ab f,scheint denznnch dei* Chef der Kat~hagischen Fitzatzzbehot~de getcesen zu seim (226). On the 
position of ?-ab in Phoenicia see Teixidor (1979: 1 jff.). 'dizb.1. [<My lord is Baab~ (Halff 1963-64:8 5-86; Benz 1972: 260- 
261), is another widespread name in Phoenician and Punic onomastics. 
This inscription owes its importance to the fact that it is a Carthaginian inscription found in Tyre, m-ith all the 
historical irnplications that this entails. That this inscription is Carthaginian is clear from both the palaeographic and 
[he linguistic evidence. The script is clearly Punic and more specifically Carthaginian. All letters find exact parallels 
in 4th/3"' c. B.C. Carthaginian inscriptions (Peckham 1968: 182-183) and this stone clearly dates to that period. All 
personal rames attested in rhe inscription are m-idely, and sometimes exclusively, attested in Carthaginian ono- 
mastics. hloreover, rhe orthography of wznsbt is clear evidence for the Punic origin of the inscription. 
Concerning the content. m-e are in the presence of a very long genealogy: S P  gives the names of five of his 
ancestors. This exceptionallp long enumeration is rnost probably due to the fact that the author of the inscription 
went so far back in his genealogy as to reach three of his illustrious ancestors: a suffete and tn-o rabs. It is very dif- 
ficult to identify these high-ranking officials: 'zrb'l. the suffete of our inscription, cannot be identified with any suf- 
fete of the same name knon-n from Carthaginian inscriptions. It is however m-orth noting that CISI. 2: 2378 men- 
tions a 'zrb.1 son of htz'son of 'dtzb.1, i-e a man having both the same naine and the sarne genealogy as our suffete. 
However, the 'z?-6'1 of CISI, 2: 2378 as mel1 as his father and grandfather have no titles. \Ve should therefore con- 
clude that the similarity betn-een the tm70 genealogies is nothing but a mere coincidence. CISI, 2: 623 also mentions 
a ' z ~ b ' l  son of h n ;  but here again mrithout any titles. It is not surprising to have severa1 identical filiations because 
these names are extremely common in Carthage. 
Concerning the tn-o mbs, t7n'and 'ctrzb%, respecti~iely son and father, it is also very difficult to identify them with 
other rabs known from Carthaginian inscriptions. In the list of Carthaginian ?"abs provided by Hu13 (1979: 230-232). 
there are several '2l1zbB and several htz; but none of them has the same genealogy as the t*abs of our inscription. 
Thus. the Punic inscription from al-Macmura seems to have adcled a nen- suffete and tn-o new mbs to the al- 
ready knom~n list of Carthaginian suffetes and 1-abs. Unfortunately. it adds no evidence for a better understanding of 
these t ~ - o  functions. Since the inscription dates to the 4"1i3rd c. B.C.. it is possible that the high-ranking ancestors of 
Spt exercised their functions at the end of the 5''' and in the first half of the 4ti' centuq- B.C. because three generations 
separate 5 p ~  fronl ~t"b'1, four separate him frorn (71z ' and five separate him from dnb.1. His famill- seems to llave be- 
en ve17 influent in the fourth centun; but lost its prominent position n-ith llis grandfather. It is useless to speculate on 
the reasons that brought SP!, his father or grandfather, to Tyre. This question and many others concerning the pre- 
sence of Carthaginians in Tyre m-i11 have to am-ait further discoveries from archaeological excavations in the area. 
Stele 61 (Fig. 74) 
This rectangular funerary stele was cut in a limestone block. It was found in Tyre and requisitioned by the Lebane- 
se Department of Antiquities where it still is. It has a new inventory number 13270.Teixidor (1980: 348 and Fig. 12) 
~ublished its three-line Punit inscription and dated it to the 4'h c. B.C. It was later studied by Bordreuil and Ferja- 
oui (1988). It reads: 
Fig 74. Stele 61 y 'rnj bn g ~ ' .  
mnjbt y 'mj bn gr '  
bn 'bdnzlqrt bn'bd 
' bn qrthdSt 
Commemorative stele of y'mj son of gr', 
son of 'bdmlqrt ,son of 'bd 
the Carthaginian (lit. <'son of Carthage))) 
The personal natnes y'17zj. of uncertain meaning, and 'bdmlqi-t , ('servant of (the god) Melqart)~! are attested 
in Phoenician and Punic ononiastics (Benz 1972: 128 and 371), gr' and 'bd', respectively [client of (DNI. and <ser- 
vant of (DNI>>, ase also tm-o well-known hypocoristica. bn q@zdStwas translated by Teixidor as 1'1zatifde Carthags, 
(1977: 268) which indicates the Carthaginian origin of the family of y'mj. The same expression is found in the ins- 
cription of stele 62. 
Stele 62 (Fig. 75) 
This stele belongs to the Lebanese Directorate General of Antiquities collection and has the new inventory number 
12657. It is of unknomrn provenance and was probably requisitioned or purchased on the market before 1975 but 
was not on display like stele 61. It is published here for the first time. 
The slightly trapezoidal stele was cut in limestone. Black spots, resulting from the fire that destroyed one 
of the Department of Antiquities rooms where it was stored. ase clearly visible on its surface. Breaks on the ed- 
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ges of rhe stone, mainly in the lomer right cornel. have partly ddmaged the 6-line Phoenician lnscription. 
The script is neat and regular and the signs are of medium slze The inscription reads 
hmnjl?'e' z 
'S 16 'I Slk 
hldpr bn Hi' 
lhlj bn '$'r'y' 
I?'n'qY+d 
He' 
('This commernorative stele, which (belongs) to b'lflk, the scribe. son of b'lhls, son of gty, rhe Carthaginian 
(lit. ,<son of Carthage~)).. 
The deceased in the memory of whom rhe stele aras erected was a scribe and it arould not be far-fetched to 
assume that he a-rote his own epitaph. B'lSlk. rhe scribe, is of Carthaginian descent but he was probably born and 
raised, and he certainly died in Phoenicia. The additional evidence provided by stele 62 seems to strengthen rhe as- 
sumption that there n7ere Cal-thaginian scribes in Phoenicia as suggested above. 
The author of the inscription, n-hoever he inay have been. bG1k oi- another scribe. n-as trained in a Cartha- 
ginian scribal school. The inscription can be indeed classified as Punic. not only on palaeographic grounds but al- 
so on the fact that it uses Punic tnlzjbh and not Phoenician nzjbb. The palaeography of rhe inscription is slightly 
different from that of stelae 60 and 61: it does not share the very elongated and partly thickened forms characteris- 
tic of 4"-early 3'd c. B.C. Carthaginian signs but shows more archaic features which are often similar to the local Per- 
sian Period Phoenician inscriptions of Byblos and Sidon (Friedrich-Rollig 1970: Tables 1 & 2; Peckham 1968: 94ff.). 
ivlost characteristic of the early Punic (jth/'4'" c B.C.) and 5th/4t'1 c. B.C. Phoenician forin of the signs are: aleph which. 
according to Peckhain's terminology (1968: 197), is of the formal type with the headlines joined to left of the shaft 
in a cumed juncture, a form typical of jth/4"' c. B.C.; he which still has headlines attached to the shaft. v e n  similar 
again to 5'"/4'" c. B.C. Phoenician exainples: zayin with its flattened form very close to that of the Yehimilk and Esh- 
nlunazar inscriptions and quite different from later Punic zaj'i~z; it is indeed attested in this form in two Punic ins- 
criptions of the 4'" c. only and changes drastically later (Peckham 1968: 179 and 203); k ~ f  with its short horizontal 
stroke almost perpendicular to the shaft finds again its closest parallel in the Batnoam inscription rather than in Pu- 
nit signs; Sin is nrritten tn-ice: the first one has a rounded form while the second one has a <<serni-triangular shape 
with the center line dropping into the apex of the angle>' (Peckham 1968: 99) and is found in late jrh/early 4'" c. B.C. 
inscriptions of the motherland and in a j'" c. Punic inscription (Peckham 1968: 178). A-~lin as an open circle is at- 
tested in the 4'" c. inscription of Yehiinilk as n~ell as in the Punic world; samekh with its vertical shaft and its head 
which is practically similar to a horizontal yod, as well as sade are close to 5" c. B.C. signs: qof n-ith its triangular 
heads, lanzed with its shaft tilted to the right and its short dropline curved to tlle left, tau'm-ith a tilted shaft, a long 
crossbar and a short dropline, and finally het with its long parallel shafts are cominonly used in the Carthaginian 
script of rhe j111/4111 c B.C. All these forins indicate a jth or maybe early 4'" c. B.C.-date at rhe latest (Friedrich-Rollig 
1970: Tables 1 & 2: Peckham 1968: 94ff.l. 
To conclude: the script of stele 62 seems to represent an earlier stage of the Punic script where Phoenician 
scribal traditions were still dominant in spite of emerging regional differences. Peckham (1968: 199, 210, 213) had 
already noticed the close relationship between the early Punic and the local Phoenician. mainly Sidonian script, an 
obsewation that finds additional support in the script of stele 62. 
Concerning the content. the personal naines b'lSlk. .Baal has providecL (Benz 1972: 98 & 416). b.lhl~ .Baal 
has saved>) (Benz 1972: 90 et 311) and 213)) Client of (DN))) (Benz 1972: 1041, are so far exclusively attested in Pu- 
nit onomastics, a feature that is explained bv the Carthaginian origin of the family. The expression b~z q~$zdStwhich 
is applied to gfy, grandfather of biISlk. is attested also on stele 61: both inscriptions go in their genealogy as far back 
as to reach their Carthaginian ancestor. 
Finally, attention should be dram-n to tmro grammatical features: First, z i s  here a demonstrative and 'S is a re- 
lative pronoun. Compare the formula hmnsMtl z 'S l + PN used in this inscription to that used in stele 60 h ~ ? z ~ z ~ b t   
+ PN. 
Second, b.lSlk calls himself lnspr. This is additional evidence for the systematic use of the article before the 
profession in Phoenician and Punic (Friedi-ich-Rollig 1970: 151). Finally, g p  is a hypocoristic formed with yodwhi- 
le in Phoenician onomastics, it is attested with aleph as in gr'. 
Fig. 75. Stele 62 b'l Slk rhe scribe 
Table I. The Stelae. 
Stele Provenance Inscription Symbol Date Location Preservation Size in cm Editio 
No B.C. H x W x T princeps 
1 Tell el-Burak 1 'bb.1 Broken 7'"1'6'~ C. DGA Sidon Original size 50 x 24 x 19 Kamlah-Sader 
(E) sun-disc 2003. TB02: 15 
2 Khalde (E) gtty None Yh c. DGA Sidon? Original size n.a. Bordreuil 1982 
3 Sidon (E) l'bh ' bn wzr' None Oh/-rh , z DGA Beirut Original Size n.a. Teixidor 1982 
4 Tyre (L) b7z t ~ t  '1' None 7t''iG'" c. DGA Beirut Original size 73 x 15 x 13 Sader 1992 
TT 91. S3 
5 Tyre (L) lb j Sun-disc 7'" c. DGA Beirut Original size 61 x 26 x 8-24 Sader 1992 
TT 91.S4 
6 Tyre (L) 'bdhxl brz bYy Ankh sign Qh c. DGA Beirut Original size 58.5 X 18, Sader 1992 
5-24 x 10 TT 91. S5 
7 Tyre (L) Ftrt lrlt Shrine 9th/8'h C. DGA Beirut Original size 44 x 30-32 x Sader 1992 
16-18 7"r 91. S8 
8 Tyre (L) l'rnts'rnn None 8th/7th C. DGA Beirut Original size 76 x 19-22. Sader 1992 
5 x 10-19 TT 91. S10 
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Table I 
stele Provenance Inscription Symbol Date Location Preservation Size in cm Editio 
NO B.C. H x W x T princeps 
9 Tyre (L) None Human n.d. DGA Beirut Original size 56.2 x 36 x Sader 1991 
figure 13.6 'M 91 S6 
Shrine, n.d. DGA Beirut Original Size 58 x 19-24 x Sader 1991 
sun-disc 10-19 'M 91. S11 
11 Tyre (L) None Lotus bud n.d. DGA Beirut Original Size 475 x 18 x Sader 1991 
1 0-16 'M 91. S12 
12 Tyre (L) grhmn LTraei. g h  17 / ~ I I  c. DGA Beirut Original size 56 x18.8 x Sader 1991 
crescent 11,2-38 TT 91. S1 
moon, 
solar disc 
13 Tyre (L) tnt Sb' S t  'lm None 7Ih/Qh C .  DGA Beirut Orlginal size 69,5 x 20 x 14 Sader 1991 
TT 91. S2 
14 Tyre (L) m1q1at.b Crescent 8''' c. DGA Beirut Original Size 41 x 30 x 7-11 Sader 1991 
moon and TT 91. S7 
solar disc 
15 Tyre (L) grgS Horseshoe- Th C. DGA Beirut Original size 51, j  x 24 x 8 Sader 1991 
shaped TT 91 S9 
sgmbol 
16 Tyre (L) 1Sm ' None 10"' c. DGA Beiteddin Original size 64,4 x 31. Unpublished 
3 x 21.4 
17 Tyre (L) nzlqrt 'b ankh Y"I 8'11 c. DGA Beiteddin Original size 65 x 27 x 9 Unpublished 
18 Tyre (L) 'lt.>;tnm bt ,om!- None 8r",/71h c. DGA Beiteddin Sawn 56 x 32.5 x 8 Unpublished 
19 Tyre (L) hd None 7[11 c DGA Beltedd~n Sawn 17 x 20 x 7, j Unpubllshed 
20 Tyre (L) lSpf bn 'zr Darnaged. 7Ih/Qh C. DGA Beiteddin Original size 60.3 x 22.8 x 6 Unpublished 
Circular head 
of aizkh 
presen-ed 
21 Tyre (L) wz,+?y biz b'/y!b None 8'",/7'h c. DGA Beiteddin Sawn 31,2 x 23 x 5.8 Unpublished 
22 Tyre (L) Ixxxl h None n d. DGA Be~teddin Sawn 18,7 x 21,2 x 6 Unpubl~shed 
23 Tyre(L) ysphz'h None 8th c DGA Beiteddin Sawn 47 x 27.2 x8 Unpublished 
24 Tyre (L) btJlhr btgrtb.1 Horshoe- 8t"/71h c. DGA Beiteddin Sawn 45,2 x 20,7 x 8 Unpublished 
shaped 
motif 
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Table I 
Stele Provenance Inscription Symbol Date Location Preservation Size in cm Editio 
No B.C. H x W x T princeps 
25 Tyre (L) lStnnyLl Circular 7'h/b"' C .  DGA Beiteddin Sawn 35 x 19.5 x 8 Unpublished 
motif 
on horizontal 
line (ankh?). 
Stone colored 
red 
26 Tyre (L) None Cross motif, n.d. DGA Beiteddin Sawn 37 x 25, 5 x 7 , j  Unpublished 
ankh signs 
and sun discs 
27 Tyre (L) Kone Cross, n.d. DGA Beiteddin Sann 59 x 27 x 21,l Unpublished 
Crescent 
moon, disc 
28 Tyre (L) None Cross and n.d. DGA Beiteddin Original size 52,s x 24,; x 23,5 Unpublished 
U- shape 
29 Tyre (L) None U-shape n.d. DGA Beiteddin Original size 52,s x 25 x 15 Unpublished 
30 Tyre (L) intspl- Iione 8'" c DGA Beiteddin Origlnal slze 60,2 x z7 x 22,5 Unpublished 
31 Tyre (L) nzhi~' bn ysp None 7'" c Hecht Museum Original size 51.5 x 27-29 x 7 Lemaire 2001 
bn n z ~ ' h  H-3017 
32 Tyre (L) mjht mlk Psezido 8'1'/7'h c. Hecht hl~iseum Original size 53.5 x 34 x 8 Lemaire 2001 
blz :Tt?-tg -nizkh with H-3016 
poinegranate 
inside 
33 Tyre (L) gr31nlz Yone X"'/7th c. Hecht Museum Original size 36 x 25,5 x 7 Lemaire 2001 
H-3008 
34 Tyre (L) 'mtmskr None 8thi7'" c. Hecht hfuseum Sann 21,5 x 23 x 8 Lemaire 2001 
H-3005 
35 Tyre (L) hrb U-shape 7th c. Hecht Museum Sawn 24 x 21-26 x 7 Lemaire 2001 
H-3011 
36 Tyre(L) l'mn None 8'h/7'" c. Hecht hluseum Sawn 37,5 x 21 x 6 Lemaire 2001 
H-3013 
37 Tyre (L) tm'TU None 7h c Hecht Museum Sawn 32 x 14 x 7 Lemaire 2001 
H-3015 
38 Tyre (L) lgrt' Cross 8th/7'h c. Hecht Museum Sawn 38 x 20 x 8 Lemaire 2003 
H-3014 
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Table I 
stele Provenance Inscription Symbol Date Location Preservation Size in cm Editio 
No B.C. H x W x T princeps 
- 
39 Tyre (L) Sb't bt 'zb'l None 71h/ Gh c Hecht hluseum Samn 30 x 13-15 x 7 Lemd~re 2001 
H-3010 
40 Tyre (L) lmlk'btpdn None 71h/ Gh c Hecht hIuseum Sawn 35. j x 23-27 x 5 Lemalre 2001 
H-3009 
41 Tyre (L) lklbt bt .bsk?z None 71h c. Hecht hluseum Sawn 31 x 20-24 x 7 Lemaire 2001 
H-3007 
42 Tyre (L) 'Strt 'sp Pseudo 7'" c. Hecht Museum Saarn 30 x 21-20 x 7 , j  Lemaire 2001 
-ankh H-3006 
43 Tyre (E) None Naos n.d DGA Tyre Original size 57.5 x 40 x 31,5 Sader 2004 
TT 97-V-002-58 
44 Tyre (E) None Human n.d. DGA Tyre Original size 45 x 29 x 14.2 Sader 2004 
figure and TT97-XIII- 
nizkh sign 002-31 
45 Tyre (E) None Isoceles n.d. DGA Tyre Original size 49 x 8-30. Sader 2004 
triangles 2 x 19.2 TT97-X-002-5 
46 Tyre (E) None L-shaped n.d. DGA Tyre Original size 44,3 x 28,7 x 34 Sader 2004 
human TT97-111- 
figure 002-262 
47 Tyre (E) None Human n.d. DGA Tyre Broken 24 x 20.7 x 22.7 Sader 2004 
head TT97-1-002-308 
48 Tyre (E) None Shrine lintel n.d. DGA Tyre Broken 15.5 x 27,9 x 19 Sader 2004 
and betyl TT97-O,!-002-1 
49 Tyre (E) None Circular n.d. DGA Tyre Original size 60 x 23 x 19 Sader 2004 
cavities TT97-XIII- 
002-29 
50 Tyre (E) None Human face n.d. DGA Tyre? Broken ca 25 cm in Unpublished 
diameter 
51 Tyre (E) bdp  nz bn 'lz ' None @ i i / 7 r i r  DGA Tyre Original size 72 x 19 x Unpublished 
52 Tyre (E) None lVefer sign Yh C. DGA Tyre Broken 34 x 13\5-14. Unpubllshed 
5 x 14-14,8 
53 Sidon None Shrine G"/jrh C. Louvre Broken Height:ca 23 cm; Renan 1864 
imitating Museum Original height 
Egyptian A 0  4820 estimated 80-90 cm; 
naiskos Width: 3 5 cm 
Table I 
Stele Provenance Inscription Symbol Date Location Preservation Size in cm Editio 
No B.C. H x W x T princeps 
54 Burj None Shrine Oh/jth C. DGA Beirut Original size 108 x 50 x 42 Chéhab 1934 
esh-Shemali imitating 2069 
Egyptian 
naiskos 
55 Sidon None Shrine Oh/ jth c. Louvre Original Size 60 x 32 x 17 Aimé-Giron 
imitating Museum 1934 
Egyptian A 0  2060 
lzaiskos 
56 Sidon Kone Shrine O"/ jth c. Istanbul Original size 65 x 36 x 29 Mendel 1914 
irnitating Museum 
Egyptian 
nniskos 
57 Sidon None Shrine G"1/5th c. Durighello Fragment n.a. Dunand 1926 
imitating Collection 
Egyptian 
nniskos 
58 Sidon None Shrine Grh/jrh C. Louvre Original Size 58 x 37 , j  x 22 Ledrain 1888 
imitating Museum 
Egyptian A 0  4904 
naiskos 
59 Sidon None Shrine Oh/5rh C. Louvre Fragment 33 x 26 x 15 Gubel2002 
imitating Museurn 
Egyptian A 0  4819 
~zaiskos 
60 Maamura (L) hnzlz~bt z None 4'h/3rd C. Unknown Original size 31 x 19.5 x 11 Sader 1994 
Spf bn 
hnb'l bn 
nzlq~$tl~ bl2 
zl-b '1 hSp~ 
bn hn' hrb 
b?Z 'd1z b '1 h1-b 
61 Tyre (L) 1-rzlz~bty-m~ None 4'h C .  DGA Beirut Original Size 
61% gr'tzn ' 
bd' bn 
q1,thds't 
Teixidor 1980 
62 Unknown lgmnsbtz S None Yh/41h c DGA Belrut Original size 26.5 x 17.5 x 8 Unpublished 
lb 1Slk 
hspr bn 
b l h l ~  bn 
gY bn 
q?@lds't 
